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Preface
The present report relates to a training programme offered on ‘the coticepr of 

Lab area and planning of lab area activities for its implementation’ for the DIET 
faculty of Karnataka’, on the request of the Government of Karnataka. This 
programme was offered by the Regional Institute of Education using the tele
conference mode in collboration with DSERT, Karnataka. The teleconference mode 
was chosen as the best mode because the concept of Lab area is to be understood by 
all the DIET faculty alike. It was felt that face to face mode couldn’t cater to all the 
DIET faculty in one stroke.

The concept of ‘Lab area’ has a reference in the DIET Guidelines (1989), but 
perhaps, nowhere is it defined or elaborated. This situation posed a number of 
problems to conceptualise and offer a programme. However, the programme was 
attempted in right earnest with the help of a set of educationists. With different rounds 
of discussions, debates and consultations, a definition was arrived at and the concept 
was developed. All other details related to the concept of Lab area evolved out of this 
discourse. The initial draft was prepared and it was translated into Kannada. The 
developed material became the basis for the preparation of a document that was used 
for the first tele-conference on Lab area.

The first teleconference was held for a day on 26Ih November, 2004 and the 
second teleconference was held on 19,h and 20lh, January, 2005. The details of the 
programmes are available in the report. All the DIETs participated in the training 
programme. The quality of participation of all DIETs is to be appreciated. In the 
second teleconference, the participants had the opportunity of developing lab area 
activity plans and send them to the studio too. Those plans sent by DIETs are still 
under scrutiny. The finalised plans of every DIET will reach all the DIETs separately.

During the initial stages, the coordinator discussed different issues about the 
Lab area concept with Prof. C.Seshadri, retired Principal of the Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore and a well-known international specialist in Education. He 
disagreed and agreed on many perspectives initially and enabled the coordinator to 
conceptualise an accepatable perspective of Lab area. The coordinator is thankful to 
him.

In the process of conceptualization of the Lab area concept, a good number of 
professionals participated and contributed towards its development. Many of them 
along with some other professionals served also as resource persons in the 
teleconference programe. The coordinator is grateful to all of them.

From every DIET one faculty member acted as a facilitator, who did a 
wonderful job of organising and preparing the respective receiving centre without any 
major trouble. We thank all of them. The cooperation extended by all the Principals of 
DIETs is also gratefully acknowledged. The DSERT, Karnataka collaborated with 
RIE, Mysore in facilitating the availability of the studio and also extended 
collaboration in certain aspects of the programme. Their cooperation is also gratefully 
acknowledged.
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The Principal, Regional Institute of Education, the Head, Department of 
Education and the Head, Department of Extension Education have all extended their 
full support to the coordinator in organising the above activity in different phases. The 
supporting staff of the extention education deserve all praise, as without them it would 
have been difficult to organise in-house meetings and workshops.

As part of the preparation of teleconference sessions, all the resource persons 
did a good number of audio rehearsals in our RIE Studio. For this activity, the support 
extended by Dr.B.Phalachadra, I/C, Audio Visual Studio and Sri K. Nagaraj, the 
Sound Recordist is gratefully acknowledged. All those who contributed directly or 
indirectly to the success of this programme are gratefully acknowledged.

Coordinator
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I Basic Issues about the Concept of Lab area

I What is a Lab area? The DIET guidelines (1989) brought out by MHRD, 
mentions about the lab area, under different functions of P&M. Perhaps, it has not been 
elaborated and discussed for wider benefit at any other place. There is a need to 
understand the spirit and intent of having a lab area by any professional institutions. One 
can understand that the term lab or laboratory as a place used for experimenting and 
creating new things, testing certain things etc. In the context of DIET’s functions, a lab 
area will have to be understood as an area, which could be used for field-testing purposes. 
From this viewpoint, a lab area could be defined as follows.

“A Lab Area is an area chosen by a DIET within its jurisdiction to experiment, 
study and conduct research with the objective of becoming more professional in its 
working towards the improvement of the quality of elementary education.” (A
definition generated by a group of Educationists in a workshop held at RIE, Mysore.)

Explanation of different terms used: Different terms used in the above definition needs 
to be understood in the DIET context as follows.

(J) An area: is used to demarcate a geographic boundary of a DIET, which covers 
every thing there that relates to school education in general, and elementary 
education in particular.

(b) Jurisdiction-, is used to indicate the geographic boundary in which a DIET 
operates.

(2) Experiment-, is used as a field experiment. By field experiment, what is meant is a 
systematic activity of studying changes in social setting, which one can see 
objectively, as a result of the manipulation of certain variables. In field 
experiment, an idea, a process is tested and its results are verified. It could 
include all tryouts and innovations too.
For example: (a) Experimenting on efficient ways of introducing grades in lieu of 
marks in schools through tryout of different methods.
(b) Trying an alternate model of internship, or practice teaching in a DIET.

(3) Study, is used as an activity of trying to understand meaning out of existing 
situation/ information/ data. It is different from experiment in the sense that here nothing 
is manipulated. The status is studied. After anything is implemented one may like to see 
how that is working.
For example: (a) Impact of mid day meal scheme on enrollment, quality of pupil 
participation and their achievement.
(b) Preparedness of D.Ed students to a new internship model.
© Evaluation of the worthwhileness of new textbooks introduced.
(4) Research: is an activity of generating new knowledge. Any activity undertaken 
systematically which can generate new knowledge in educational context are educational 
researches. A research may have an experimental possibility built into it. Experiment by 
itself does not become research. In an experiment, it is attempted to study a cause and 
effect relationship. Building a new theory /model based on tested conjectures, there by
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generating a new knowledge is the task of research. There are very thin demarcating 
lines between studies and researches. Studies use secondary source of information 
mostly, while researches use primary sources of information mostly.

For example: (a) Comparative study of different methods of teaching in a particular 
context.
(b) Assessing the systemic preparedness in the introduction of English from class III.

(6) Professional'. Teaching is a profession. A teacher is a professional and he has the 
moral responsibilities of working towards all round development of the personality of his 
students. Therefore, a teacher provides plenty of learning opportunities by design, and 
thereby enables students to grow to their full potential. A teacher does not take teaching 
as a job, but as a profession. Therefore, their responsibilities are professional in nature.

(7) Improvement of quality elementary education', refers to all those processes covering 
activities and initiatives undertaken by which provision of access, better enrollment, 
higher retention of students in schools, arrest of wastage and stagnation, improving better 
standards of transaction and functioning, higher rate of learning as well as higher levels 
of attainments are achieved at elementary level in a district.

With the above explanation of the definition, it becomes clear that in the DIET 
context, a lab area is a chosen part of a district, which a DIET can recognize and adopt in 
order to work intensely investing its human and material resources and undertake 
activities by which new things are tested, innovations are tried out, new relationships are 
established, and new knowledge is generated. Putting together all these activities, it can 
empower a DIET in becoming more professional as well as become capable of informing 
and influencing educational planners and decision makers leading to qualitative 
improvement of school education. Therefore, understanding different issues and concerns 
of Lab area becomes necessary for all the faculty of DIET.

Every DIET has many different functions to perform. There are many functions, 
which DIET faculty will have to implement through out the district. These routine 
activities do not become the activities of a lab area, as they are to be implemented 
uniformly throughout. These are activities, which are non-negotiable in nature.

A lab area is an area, which is not necessarily confined only to DIETs, or their 
context but also to any professional body, which may need to try out its own activities, 
programmes and innovations in order to test their efficacy, suggest certain changes based 
on tested strategies in order to bring qualitative changes in its functioning. In this sense, it 
is important to know the concept of lab area. This could perhaps be, understood better if 
it is seen from its attributes and characteristics.

II What are the attributes and Characteristics of a Lab area?
Some of the attributes and characteristics of a lab area in the DIET context could 

include the following.
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(1) A chosen piece of a district: A lab area is a chosen piece of a district, which is 
chosen by a DIET itself, by design, based on certain criteria.

(2) Used for field experimentation: This chosen piece of an area is used for field 
experimentation. Experiments are done in a reality situation, which may lead to 
professional development of DIET faculty as well as to enable a district in 
working better towards improving the quality of elementary education.

(3) Lab institutions are a part of a lab area: A lab area is an area, which could have 
a lab school, a lab NFE center or a lab adult education center, etc. It only means 
that a lab area covers lab institutions. For example, if a DIET chooses a pocket as 
its lab area, all the formal schools, NFE centers, Adult education centers, the 
community, all will become a part of Lab area. All institutions, which have a 
bearing on elementary level education and adult education, will become the part 
of that lab area.

(4) Different lab areas can also co-exist: There can be different lab areas which may 
focus on different concerns, if need be in a pocket. Certain pockets can focus on 
formal elementary education, certain pockets on adult education, & non-formal 
education, etc. The point that is attempted to be made here is that it is not always 
necessary that there must be only one lab area at a given point of time. Yet, 
logistically speaking, it would be all right if a particular geographic piece is 
chosen as a lab area, as managing different lab areas could pose problems.

(5) Can be a part of annual plan: A lab area activities can emerge out of activities of 
annual planning covering different activities. It implies that activities of a lab area 
can be carved out of annual plans.

(6) Lab area activities are non routine activities: Activities that are undertaken in a 
lab area are those, which try to test some thing new' and the outcome of which can 
enhance professional insights of DIET faculty, or provide suggestions to the 
educational planners, managers, administrators and organizers, or can also help a 
district education implementation authorities in implementing new ways of doing 
things based on tried out modes. Therefore, they are not routine activities, which 
any DIET does.

(7) Activities are planned by DIET faculty themselves'. Lab area activities are those 
activities, which are planned by the faculty of DIET themselves.

(8) Members of DIET have a role in it: Indeed, faculty members of DIET have their 
roles in planning and execution of lab area of a district. From this viewpoint 
collective wisdom and work needs to be ensured in order to have good lab area 
plans. This point needs to be appreciated by all DIET faculty members.

(9) Resources of DIET converge on lab area: The DIET will have to converge its 
resources, lend support in working on lab area activities. Though there are
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different branches, their respective contributions will have to converge. 
Therefore, there is a need to develop a healthy coordination within and between 
different branches of DIET and they all will have to work as one team.

(10) Cannot go beyond its legitimate DIET jurisdiction: While planning a lab area, the 
DIET cannot go beyond its DIET boundary. With in the district boundary, it can 
select any pocket, on its own pre-determined criteria and priority and select as its 
lab area.

Ill What are the possible Misconceptions about Lab Area?
One can visualize certain possible misconceptions, which may obscure the clarity 

of the concept of lab area. In this light, it is perhaps necessary to discuss a few possible 
misconceptions about lab area. They can be explained in DIET context as follows.

(1) Lab area planning is prepared by higher ups / state department: Lab area 
planning will have to be done locally, by DIET faculty, based on the identified 
priorities. Therefore it is a misconception to think that Lab area planning is 
prepared by higher ups or state department.

(2) Lab area should be physically attached to DIET: The lab area is not an area, 
which is physically attached to the wall of a DIET. As the DIET has a 
responsibility for the entire district, lab area can be chosen belonging to any part 
of the district. Therefore, it is a misconception to think that a lab area should be 
physically attached to DIET.

(3) There cannot be more than one lab area: There can be more than one lab area at a 
time. Looking at the responsibilities of the DIET, on priority basis different 
localities or pockets of a district can be considered as a lab area for different 
concerns. For instance, a DIET might be studying the effectiveness of certain 
incentive schemes on enrolment and participation in schooling process of tribal 
children in one pocket, while they might be studying a different model of practice 
teaching/intemship in another pocket, or they might be interested in undertaking a 
research study to see the systemic preparedness for the introduction of English at 
class III level in rural areas. A DIET can afford to have 3 lab areas at a time too. 
Therefore, there can be different lab areas at a time. BUT, it should be 
manageable by a DIET.

(4) It is difficult to understand the concept and activities of lab area: This 
misconception can be questioned by all of us if we intend to be professionals in 
our endeavor to serve the cause of school education. Therefore, it is left to us 
whether we want to retain this apprehension or throw it.

(5) Only DIET faculty has to work for Lab area: The concept of a lab area is not 
confined only to DIET but all professionals and professional institutions can have 
their lab areas. For example, Mysore Medical College has K.R. Hospital as its lab
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hospital. Theory is taught in the college and real cases are seen and discussed in 
hospital.

(6) It has nothing to do with DIET's annual plan and programmes and it is an 
additional burden to DIETs: It is erroneous to say that the lab area concept has 
nothing to do with DIETs annual plans. Activities related to Lab area can emerge 
from annual plans. Lab area activities enable a DIET to work systematically and 
meaningfully. This can facilitate them to be more methodical and professional. 
Therefore it is not an additional burden at all. On the contrary, it is a platform to 
become more professional.

(7) Its planning and implementation is the responsibility of only P&M branch and not 
others in the DIET: Though the guidelines for DIETs clearly mentioned lab area 
under P&M functions, it needs to be understood as a responsibility of the entire 
DIET, but, P&M can perhaps coordinate some of these activities. DIET as a unit 
has to generate basic data about the district seeking the cooperation of sub district 
functionaries. Based on the data, all the branches will have to provide necessary 
inputs in formulation of lab area planning of the district for identifying different 
roles of different branches and different faculty members. From this perspective, 
lab area planning and implementation cannot be the sole responsibility of P&M.

(8) Identification of lab area is time consuming: It is indeed a misconception to think 
that identification of a lab area is time consuming. It is in fact an intelligent 
activity to identify a lab area. All DIETs have demographic details of the district. 
Educational indicators are also available. The nature of the proposed activity and 
its demand will enable a DIET to identify its lab area. Therefore, it is not to be 
understood as time-consuming activity.

(9) Lab area activity is expensive: It is a misconception to think that lab area activity 
is expensive. It is a miniature activity undertaken systematically. In fact these 
activities need to grow more and more. These activities are not at all expensive 
looking at the power they have in informing and influencing those who matter.

(10) Specialized training is necessary to understand the concept and implement it: 
There is no need for any specialized training in order to understand and 
implement lab area concept. A simple one-time training would be all right. Once, 
one gets clarity of the concept, one can continue to plan and implement.

IV Why a lab area is necessary?
A lab area is necessary in any DIET context as it enables a DIET to achieve 

certain objectives, through certain of its functions. They can be enumerated as follows.
(1) Objectives of Lab Area:

Any lab area in the DIET context will have the following objectives. Acceptance 
of the Lab area concept enables a DIET faculty;

(a) to conduct experiments, carry out researches and studies thereby enhancing its 
professional competence, and
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(b) to work towards qualitative improvement of school education in the district based 
on their own experiments, studies or researches.

From this viewpoint, in a lab area, if any activity of DIET needs to be understood 
whether it could be considered a fit activity under lab area, one can ask herself I himself 
whether the activity satisfies any one of the objectives. If the answer is yes, then it can be 
an activity, which can be accepted under lab area.

(2) Functions of a lab Area:
Any lab area can serve two distinct functions, enabling functions and facilitating 

functions. Enabling functions are those functions, which enable a DIET to become more 
professional in their perspectives and practice. Facilitating functions are those, which 
facilitate a district to achieve quality elementary education in the district.

Therefore, acceptance and adoption of lab area concept not only facilitate a DIET 
to grow professionally, but it also enables a district to provide quality elementary 
education. Thus, it serves twin purposes, i.e., professional development of the institute, 
and educational development of the district, both based on experiments, studies and 
researches.

(a) Enabling functions: as explained above are those functions which enable 
a DIET to become more professional, as the lab area planning and implementation 
requires systematic and methodical approaches and professional perspectives. Some of 
the possible suggestive functions can be listed as follows. Adoption of lab area by a DIET 
can;

(a) encourage try out of experiments and innovative ideas in a practical situation 
in lab schools, lab NFE centres or Lab Adult Education centers or 
community.

(b) enable DIET faculty to demonstrate how certain ideas theorized can work in 
actual situations.

(c) educate DIET faculty by orienting them towards real problems that exist in the 
field and provide a reality orientation. This in turn can tune a DIET faculty to 
see problems of education realistically and work.

(d) enable DIET faculty to be methodical, systematic and reality driven in 
planning programmes based on priorities. Thus, it sharpens the professional 
perspectives.

(b) Facilitating functions: As explained above, these functions facilitate a 
district to provide quality elementary education based on tryouts, experiments, studies 
and researches, thereby working towards achieving the objectives of UEE. These 
functions though not exhaustive, can be listed as follows. The outcomes of Lab area 
activities, which are based on experiments/ studies/ researches, will be capable of;

(1) suggesting alternative ways to facilitate schools to provide access to all children 
who are in the age group of 6 to 14.



(2) suggesting ways to provide alternative education to all those who have missed 
formal education.

(3) proposing different models to facilitate enrollment of all children in the district 
irrespective of caste, sex, disability, language and religion based on its own try 
out.

(4) proposing different strategies to retain students in schools and complete 
elementary level.

(5) providing tips to school education system in providing quality education.
(6) influencing the school education system to provide elementary education, which 

is rooted in their own culture thereby making schooling enjoyable and relevant 
through some suggested methods.

(7) motivating schools to ensure that minimum levels are achieved by all learners at 
different levels of schooling, by suggesting certain tried and tested teaching- 
learning techniques.

V How to identify a Lab area?
Lab area identification is important as many activities can be undertaken there. 

There are different considerations for identification of a lab area. A lab area is a pocket 
of a district;

(1) close by to DIET as well as potential area where research and experiments can 
be conducted conveniently by DIET faculty.

(2) where certain variations are desirably needed to be studied.
(3) which is the requirement of the research / experimental work. (Ex. If certain 

institutions like multi-grade schools, tribal schools, minority schools, NFE 
Centres, EGS centers etc are to be studied, the area must have them.) So the 
research activity concern has to decide.

(4) where trying innovative ideas require an institution, which can match the context 
of innovation where it needs to be tried out. For example, if a DIET faculty 
wants to try out an innovation in an NFE center, the lab area must have an NFE 
center there..

(5) where certain indicators of access, enrollment, retention, drop out, wastage, 
stagnation, quality and achievement are not satisfactory. Here in some cases, 
distance may not be a barrier.

(6) where activities such as evaluation of textbooks, school effectiveness, testing 
innovations and such can be undertaken, which can truly represent all variations 
of the district. Here again in some cases, distance may not be a barrier.

With regard to the pre-service activities, a DIET has to reflect on 
improving its internship styles/practice teaching styles and work towards 
betterment and making it relevant. So objective evaluation and critical reflection 
becomes a necessity here.

From the above, it can be inferred that, while selecting a lab area, it is desirable 
that it satisfies the following conditions.
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(1) Potentiality of the pocket: The pocket we identify as a lab area need to be 
potential enough to cover those components for which we want to study I 
experiment / innovate I evaluate.

(2) Manageable in size and activities: Make sure that the selection of a lab area 
is such which a team of DIET can manage easily without making it a burden 
from the viewpoint of management of functions of a lab area. Lab area 
activities are those activities, which are over and above the routine activities. 
Therefore, let not the activities overshadow their regular functions.

(3) Accessibility: Easy accessibility is almost a requirement for identification of a 
lab area for testing reflective concerns. Almost the reverse is true for 
educational development concerns of the district.

VI How to plan a Lab Area activity?
Planning is an activity, which requires a systematic understanding of objective to 

be achieved, optimum utilization of the resources that are available including human and 
material through well thought out strategies, and considering the time targets that are to 
be honored. Interplay of these can enable one to plan well. Therefore, What are the 
objectives that are to be achieved for which we want to plan? What are the available 
resources with which we can achieve the goals? What are the strategies that can be used? 
and Within what time frame that needs to be achieved? are the questions, which are to be 
asked and addressed.

At this point, for the sake of illustration, it is worthwhile to list out a few 
activities, which can be considered under lab area. If these are found useful in the lab 
area, they could be recommended for wider implementation. Some of the possible 
activities that could be listed are as follows.

(a) Trying the alternate models of pre-service training programme. Ex. 
NCERT is trying to find out how far two year B.Ed programme is better 
than the traditional one year B.Ed programme, through its lab institutions- 
the Regional Institutes of Education, located at Ajmer, Bhopal, 
Bhubaneswar and Mysore.

(b) Study of Systemic preparedness for the introduction of English at earlier 
levels.

(c) All innovative ideas proposed by DIET faculty could be tried out to see 
how far they might be effective.

(d) Acceptability and preparedness of trimester system in schools by stake 
holders.

(e) Tryout of different training models related to switching over to grading.
(f) Try out of strategies, which can persuade migratory population to enroll 

and continue education.
(g) Trying out of different methods by which community could be made to 

demand quality education from schools with their active collaboration.
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While, planning activities under lab area, different activities require different 
styles, depending upon the nature of the activity. Let us try to plan a couple of activities 
as follows. These are only suggestive and not prescriptive in nature.

Activity 1
Systemic Preparedness for the introduction of English at class III level

Lab Area: A representative area of a district.[This can be explained with more details]

Objective: To study the preparedness of the system for the introduction of English 
at class III level.

To achieve the above objective, the following strategies can be planned as 
follows.

Sl.No. Sub activity
Resources required

Remarks

Human Material Money Expected
Time

1 Listing
attributes I
components 
of the system 
and planning 
activities

DIET
faculty

7 days

2 Identification 
and searching 
of tools

DIET
faculty and 
some
technical
help

Literature 7 days

3 Workshop on
development
and
finalization of 
tools

DIET
faculty and 
some
technical
people

Stationary
items,

Rs. 1,000 3 days

4 Field Work: 
Assessment of 
(a) Teachers’ 
competence to 
use English,

(b) TLMs’ 
suitability to 
introduce
English at class 
Ill level
(c) Views

DIET
faculty

Tools,
Tape
recorders,

Rs.
5,000/-

8 days
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of SDMC 
members

5 Scoring and 
analysis

DIET team Table
work

- 10 days

6 Report
Writing and 
presentation

Activity
Coordinator

Typing,
Xeroxing
Binding
Multiple
copies
making

Rs
1000/-

10 days

TOTAL
DIET team Rs

7000/-
45
working
days

The above activity requires 45 working days or nearly 2 months and requires 
around Rs.7,000/-. The output of this quick study could inform and influence the district 
authorities in policy making. On these concerns, it would still be a grand idea if all 
DIETs undertake the same study based on the same design, which will have a much 
better use in taking macro-level decisions.

Activity 2
Training schoolteachers and educational administrators to switch over to 

grading in schools.

Lab Area: A representative area of a district.[This can be explained with more details]

(a) Objective: To train schoolteachers and educational administrators to 
switch over to grading in schools.

The above objective can be achieved by following the suggested steps.

Sl.No. Sub activity Resources required Remarks

Human Material Money Expected
Time

1 Collect 
materials on 
need and
importance 
of grading

DIET Relevant
materials

5 days

2 Initial 
discussion 
with a cross 
section of

DIET
team,
school
teachers

Rs. 1,000/- 12 days
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teachers, on 
issues about 
evaluation in 
general 
and
problems
and
inadequacies 
in particular

and HMs

3 Assessment 
of training 
needs on
feedback - 
Workshop

DIET team Rs.250/- 3 days

4 Planning for a
training
programme

DIET team 2 days

5 Training
programme

DIET team Training
materials

Rs.
3,000/-

3 days

6 Assessment
of
effectiveness 
of training 
programme

DIET team 
and
participants

1 day

7 Report
Writing

Activity
coordinator

Typing,
Xeroxing,
Binding,
Multiple
copies
making

Rs. 3000/- 10 days

TOTAL
DIET team Rs 7,250/- 36

working
days

The above activity requires 36 working days and requires around Rs.7,250/-. The 
output of this training programme could inform and influence the schoolteachers to 
develop their preparedness to shift to grading.

Keeping in view the above, lab area planning needs to be done. The above 
guidelines arc only suggestive of lab area planning and not prescriptive. After the 
planning and its approval, it can be executed to suit time of the faculty responsible for
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this activity. The execution of lab area activities can go on as per the plan. However, 
depending upon the nature of the activity, certain flexibility can also be built in. The main 
objective of using the lab area must not be defeated in the name of other things.

VII Documentation of lab area activities in the 
DIET context

Lab area activities are those activities undertaken by the DIET faculty by design. 
These activities can either enable DIET faculty to grow professionally, or they are 
capable of informing and influencing the district and sub-district functionaries towards 
qualitative improvement of school education. These activities can test certain policies 
pronounced for their feasibility and acceptability by all stakeholders as well as test the 
effectiveness of implementation of policies too.

We have defined lab are as “an area chosen by a DIET with in its jurisdiction to 
experiment, study and conduct research with the objective of becoming more professional 
in its working towards the improvement of the quality of elementary education”

Keeping in view the above definition, it is imperative that the lab area activity 
becomes incomplete without its documentation. Without documentation it cannot be 
disseminated. Therefore, documentation becomes a necessity.

How to document a lab area activity? Since lab area activity could include 
experimentation, a study, or a research activity, we can negotiate a common format for its 
documentation. The style of presentation may also be very simple and straightforward. 
The documentation of a lab area activity is not to please or displease any one. Hence, an 
objective, dispassionate reporting is necessary and it should be capable of enabling the 
DIET faculty to derive implications in order to be of relevant to self or the system. Here 
the total number of pages etc, are not important but the purpose of the activity should be 
served. Logical and coherent presentation is essential Documentation from this 
perspective becomes relevant.

Considering the lab area activities as those, which can either, enable a DIET 
faculty to become more professional through reflective practice or facilitate district/sub 
district functionaries for qualitative improvement of elementary education, the reporting 
formats will vary naturally.

For reporting reflective practice or action research proposal as well as reporting, 
separate formats are proposed in the next section. Therefore, here, it is attempted to 
present a format for enabling functions through experimentation, study and researches.
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Proposed format for Enabling activity

Section A : Prelims
(a) Title page
(b) Preface
(c) Contents page
(d) Acknowledgements

Section B: Actual Report
(a) Title
(b) Nature of lab area activity: Experiment/Study/Research 
© Lab area description and composition
(d) Background
(e) Introduction
(f) Questions (research, study, experimentation)
(g) Objectives
(h) Methodology:

(i) plan of the activity
(ii) Respondent institutions and individuals
(iii) Tools and techniques used (Describe)
(iv) Procedure of data/evidence collection
(v) Nature of data collected
(vi) Scoring and tabulation of data
(vii) Treatment of data

(i) Results and Discussion
(j) Conclusions and implications
(k) Recommendations for self-improvement

Proposed format for Enabling activity

The above format can be elaborated as follows.

Section A : Prelims: are the preliminary issues related to a report. They can be 
understood as follows.

(a) Title page: The lab area activity, may it be experimentation; a study or a research 
activity will have to have a title page. It may look some thing like this.
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Problems in successful 
implementation of trimester system in 

Mandya District: A study

[Names of study team members]

District Institute of Education and Training 
Mandya 

2004

(b) Preface: Preface is an expression of the author or authors or researchers about 
the write up, book or a report as to what made them undertake that activity and what is 
attempted in the publication, how the activity was undertaken and how its activity ended 
with this documentation.

(c) Acknowledgement: This is an important part of the report where the author, 
authors get an opportunity to put it on record their sincere thanks for all those who have 
helped the author(s) in completing the activity and documenting it. In fact this will have 
to be accomplished as an activity of responsibility. Therefore, this has to be done 
carefully without trying to be emotional about people. This is not to be used as a platform 
to please higher ups. This is where the maturity and dignity of the author (s) gets 
reflected.
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(d) Contents page: Like in any book or report, the contents of the report listing 
different topics and sub-topics needs to be listed along with page numbers. List of tables, 
graphs, and annexure could also find place here.

Section B: Actual Report: The main technical part of the report begins here.
(a) Title: It is desirable to start with the actual title of the activity.
(b) Nature of lab area activity: At this point it is desirable to indicate the nature of 
the activity as either, Experiment or Study or Research.
© Lab area description and composition: From the viewpoint of the reader for 
whom the report is basically meant, it is necessary to describe the lab area composition. 
This can be a detailed write up of the area chosen covering, the nature and number of 
institutions that are covered, number of students covered at different levels, availability of 
other resources in that area, geographic boundary, proximity to the DIET, etc.
(d) Background: Here, the background of the lab area activity needs to be 
explained. What made the DIET to undertake this activity, who are the DIET faculty 
involved in the planning and implementation of the activity and other collaborated 
partners in the activity are the details that are to be written here.

(e) Introduction: Here, reporting team/individual will introduce the activity with its 
relevance, urgency and its all dimensions as elaborately as possible. The purpose of this 
section is to make the reader understand the activity in all its dimensions.
(f) Research/ Study/ Experimentation Questions: After having introduced the 
activity, a set of major and minor questions needs to be formulated. These are the 
questions, which have bothered you for long and have provoked you to undertake the 
present study. Obviously, these questions should form the basis for deriving objectives of 
the study.

(g) Objectives: Here, the objectives of the experiment, research or study have to be 
written one by one. If major and minor objectives are used, they have to be written as 
such.
(Il) Methodology: In this section, the methodology followed covering the following 
points has to clearly and elaborately written.

(1) Plan of the lab area activity: The plan that has been the basis of the lab 
area activity needs to be brought in here. (Remember, this has already been 
developed and approved based on which the activity has been undertaken.
(2) Respondent institutions and individuals: By respondent institutions 
and individuals, what is meant is those institutions or people who have been 
associated with lab area activities. They are basically the (participating actors 
/subjects of study) beneficiaries of the lab area activity. It is necessary that the 
respondent individual or institution have to be clearly described as this report may 
be read by anyone who may not have any background of this activity.
(3) T ools and techniques used: As a part of lab area activity, the tools and 
techniques used in the lab area activity has to be elaborately described. The idea 
of this is to give a clear picture to the reader about the nature of the tools and 
techniques used, kind of items covered, etc.
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(4) Procedure of data / evidence collection: Having presented what 
different tools and techniques are used, the procedure used for data collection 
needs to be elaborated. This will speak of the quality control measures used in 
data collection or collection of evidences.
(5) Nature and source of data collected: Here, the nature of data and the 
source from where it is -primary or secondary, collected needs to be written. It 
could be qualitative data or quantitative data. Is the data collected a case study, an 
interview based information, an observation based data, or through certain tests 
etc, needs to be written.
(6) Scoring and tabulation of data: The scoring key and scoring 
mechanism used in the lab area activity needs to be written here. The obtained 
scores are to be tabulated or it has to be rendered in to tabular form. This 
tabulated form now becomes ready for its treatment.
(7) Treatment of data: By treatment of data what is meant is the method 
used to analyze the data. Irrespective of whether it is qualitative or quantitative 
data, it needs to be treated in order to see meaning out of it. So suitable statistical 
or qualitative methods are to be used and this will help in drawing pertinent 
inferences.

(i) Results and Discussion: After the treatment of the data, the obtained results have 
to be discussed. In any academic activity, the researcher cannot afford to be biased. 
So irrespective of the obtained result, he/she has to objectively discuss the results and 
draw meaning out of it.

(j) Conclusions and implications: From the obtained results and discussions, 
conclusions will have to drawn. These conclusions are those crisp statements, which 
naturally emerge out of discussions. From the conclusions, one has to say what it 
implies to different stakeholders in education, i.e., policy makers, educational 
planners, educational administrators, teacher-educators, and teachers, students, 
parents and community. Since we are referring to facilitating activity, the 
implications are more for self-growth and improving the practices of DIET 
functionaries.

(k) Recommendations for self-improvement: Based on the conclusions and 
implications, the DIET group has to suggest recommendations for self- 
improvement. These recommendations can be written irrespective of circumstances 
in which any DIET is functioning. Let it be idealistic in nature. From this, the DIET 
has to work towards that idealistic goal. This path will lead to professional 
development of any DIET.

Proposed format for facilitating activity
The documentation or reporting of facilitating activity of a lab area will not be 

very different from the reporting of the enabling activities. As the only difference 
between them is in the former one, it is for the self-development of the DIET and in the 
latter it is the qualitative improvement of school education in the district as a whole, 
(though, DIET is also an important part of that). Therefore, all other steps remain the 
same, excepting the few steps where it requires a different perspective. Only those steps 
which are new here are going to be discussed here.
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[Section A : Prelims
(e) Title page
(f) Preface
(g) Contents page
(h) Acknowledgements

Section B: Actual Report
(b) Title
(c) Background
(d) Introduction
(e) Questions
(f) Objectives

a. Nature of lab area activity: Experiment/Study/Research

(f) Lab area description
(g) Methodology:

(i) Respondent institutions and individuals
(ii) Tools and techniques used
(iii) Nature of data collected
(iv) Scoring and tabulation of data
(v) Treatment of data]

(li) Results and Discussion: After the treatment of the data, the obtained results have to 
be discussed. In any academic activity, the researcher cannot afford to be biased. So 
irrespective of the obtained result, he/she has to objectively discuss the results and draw 
meaning out of it. This meaning drawn out of lab area activity will eventually be reflected 
as recommendations for different policy decisions that are going to be taken, the 
discussion will have to be as responsibly as possible. The discussion of obtained results 
must be able to explain possible critical factors that might have enabled the kind of 
results. This in turn will enable a DIET to develop field-based insights and empower 
them to inform and influence policy making at the district level. Therefore, this is a 
serious activity.
(i) Conclusions and implications: Based on the discussions, pertinent conclusions 
will have to be drawn. These conclusions will have implications for different 
stakeholders in education, i.e., Educational Policy Makers, Educational Planners, 
Educational Administrators, Educational Managers, Teacher-Educators, Teachers, 
students and community. Implications of the study need to be elaborately written in the 
report.
(j) Recommendations for the system including others and DIET faculty: Based on 
these, implications, the DIET team must be able to enumerate recommendations for the 
educational system covering, Educational Policy Makers, Educational Planners, 
Educational Administrators, Educational Managers, Teacher-Educators, Teachers, 
students and community. Teacher educators here refer to the DIET here. If the lab area
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activity is undertaken with all seriousness, then the recommendations will carry a lot of 
weight.
(j) Whom can the results influence? There is a need to list out different aspects of 
the outcomes of the lab area activities specifically as to whom the results can influence. 
Which aspect of the outcome has anything to do with DDPI, or BEOs, or other sub 
district functionaries? Based on that executive summaries can be prepared and sent to 
them separately.

(I) Executive summary: Executive summary is a summary, which needs to be prepared 
crisply, by which the ‘action to be taken’ is communicated to the person who matter, 
based on an authentic source. The summary may cover the following points.

(i) Background of the activity: What was the context in which the activity was 
undertaken needs to be explained vividly so that the reader will understand 
clearly. (Note: It should not be too lengthy as the one who is going to read will be 
a busy person. He/ she will be interested in the cream of your activity than 
methodology.)
(ii) Nature of the activity: Research / Experimentation / Study
(iii) Target Group: What is the target group on which the activity was 
undertaken and the number of target persons involved in the activity.
(iv) Outcome of the activity: Here, keeping in view the significant person for 
whom the executive summary is written, the conclusions and implications as 
related to him/ her /them need to be specifically written.
(v) Specific Recommendations: This has to be based on the findings, discussion 
conclusions and implications drawn. Otherwise, these recommendations become 
baseless. These recommendations have to be specifically and crisply written so 
that it reads convincingly and clearly.

VIII Dissemination of Lab area activities

Dissemination is the main purpose of the documentation of the lab area activity. Any 
document is meant to be shared among people who matter. Therefore, along with 
documentation, dissemination of the outcomes of lab area activity also needs to be 
thought of.

As discussed above, since the documentation of enabling and facilitating activities 
slightly vary, dissemination of the above two kinds of activities also have to vary.

[A] Dissemination of enabling activities: Since, from these activities, the DIET faculty 
feels enabled to grow professionally, the results of the lab area need to be shared among 
the DIET faculty themselves mainly. Some of the activities may also have implications to 
others other than DIET faculty as they may require some policy changes.

Some of the dissemination possibilities could include the following.
(a) Presentations of lab area activities after the documentation in the DIET:

Once, the Lab area activities are completed, there is a need to share the results or 
outcomes of the activity among DIET faculty.
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(b) Sharing of experiences in professional publication meant for DIET faculty:
It is appropriate here to suggest that at every state, there is need to bring out a 
“Journal of Field Studies” which can document lab area activities under three 
different portions meant for experiments, researches and studies each. All the 
experiences of DIET faculty through lab area activities could provide an 
empirical base. This can have a great value for policy making as well as a great 
motivator for all DIETs to professionally accomplish every lab area activity, as 
they will be subjected to professional scrutiny when they get published. It could 
be DIET News Letter or any News letter/Journal published periodically by the 
Education department ( DSERT/SSA/or any other).

(c) The DIET faculty can also get their activities published in professional 
journals: It is also possible that the DIET faculty can get their papers published 
in any relevant professional journal. News Papers or any other educational 
dialogue or forum on the mass media (Radio/TV) could be yet another forum 
where dissemination can take place.

[B] Dissemination of facilitating activities: Since, from these activities, the DIET 
faculty can facilitate the district functionaries in improving the quality of school 
education, the results of the lab area need to be shared among the district functionaries, 
school authorities, teachers, students, parents and community at large. Dissemination 
must be planned differently for different sets of people, as every thing may not be 
relevant to every one. Most of the activities will have implications to others other than 
DIET faculty as they may require some policy changes. It is herethat the executive 
summaries written will be of a great use.

Different modes of dissemination of lab area activities could include the 
following;

(a) Executive summaries for different sets of people: It is very important that after 
the documentation of lab area reports, brief executive summaries are written as 
explained above. They may be officially sent to people to whom these executive 
summaries are meant.

(b) Sharing seminars: There is also a need to hold ‘sharing seminars’ of all 
educational functionaries at least once a year, by every DIET in a district. The 
creation of a platform for sharing of lab area activity has to be construed as the 
second face of thp acceptance of the lab area activity itself.

(c) Sharing of outcomes in official meetings: Il is also desirable that all the DIET 
faculty develop convictions about their lab area activities as well as become 
professionally competent to put across the implications of lab area activities in 
official meetings where they can represent their DIET in official meeting at any 
level.

Thus, dissemination of lab area activities becomes important. May wc hope that 
lab area activities not only get executed well but they will also be documented well 
and disseminated well. The purpose of undertaking activities under lab area gets 
fulfilled if the above are achieved professionally.
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IX Action Research and Lab Area

Introduction
Teaching is a profession. Therefore, teachers are professionals. All professionals 

practise. Teachers also practise teaching. Dictionary defines a professional as one 
‘showing the skill, artistry, demeanor or standards of conduct that is appropriate in a 
member of a profession’. In the context of teachers, professional development refers to 
the growth in the ability to render quality service in the classroom.

A profession involves several intellectual activities and commands a body of 
specialized knowledge, skills and attitudes that can be acquired through training and 
practice. It requires extended professional preparation and continuous updating of 
knowledge and skills. In-service growth is very much essential if one desires to remain 
competent in the profession.

In the DIET context, all the faculty members have to be professionals and they need 
to continue to grow and influence the entire district. There is a need to constantly think 
some of the questions such as, how can one learn to cany out the tasks, obligations and 
responsibilities in better ways and remain alive in the profession? How can one be 
effective in the profession? Effectiveness is a degree to which a practitioner produces 
effects in terms of (classroom) management, planning, instructional skill, scholarship and 
professional preparation such as effort towards innovation and improvement, ability to 
work with others, personal fitness, evaluation and feedback and so on. Of course, there 
are very many ways in which a practitioner can become professionally competent and 
thus be effective. These ways however should result in a change in the positive direction. 
This is not easy. It demands deliberate sustained effort on the pail of the practitioner. 
Kurt Lewin says “A change towards higher level of performance is frequently short 
lived; after a 'shot in the arm ’, the practice returns to previous level... A successful 
change includes, therefore, three aspects:

1. Unfreezing(if necessary’) the present level
2. Moving to the new level, and
3. Freezing the practice at new level ”.

No progress is possible if the learning processes and professional activities are 
static. Change is the essence of professional development. How do we change and 
change towards better? There are many ways of attaining superior level of performance.
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Action Research is one such approach. DIETS can use the Lab Area to study the 
impact of initiating teachers into Action Research on the professionalism of teachers and 
its consequent influence on the achievement levels of the pupils. It may also help to 
present a role model for the teachers in the rest of the district.

(a) What is action research?
Action research is a practitioner’s research. All practitioners can undertake this 

for their own professional development. First we shall consider a few definitions of 
Action Research given by experts:

“The process by which practitioners attempt to study their problems scientifically in 
order to guide and correct their decisions and actions is called Action Research”

- Stephen M.Curey (1953)

“Action research is a teacher based action research, a reflective study undertaken by a 
teacher or group of teachers for the purpose of helping them both to improve their 
teaching and to gain a richer understanding of the teaching and of the situation in which 
they teach”. - Kochendrofer L (1994)

“Action Research is applying scientific thinking to real problems (classroom problems) 
and represents a great improvement over teachers’ subjective judgement and their limited 
personal experiences”. -Kurt Leyvin

A close perusal of the above definitions reveals a few commonalties. We may 
summarize the meaning of Action Research as follows: Action research is “A form of 
reflective, scientific enquiry undertaken by practitioners in their immediate situations 
in order to improve their own social or educational practices”.

(b) Needs and functions of Action Research

1. To improve our day-to-day practices of professional practice;
♦ By critical examination of our goals and methods (What are we doing 

and how are we doing?)
♦ By objective evaluation of our programmes (To what extent the goals 

have been realized and how effective are our programmes?)
♦ By adopting new activities, methods and techniques What should I do 

and how to do it)
2. To solve specific problems and to manage emergency situations
3. To test the consequences of our actions
4. To have a rational basis for making decisions in our professional life

(c) Steps in action research
There are different models developed and used by different experts on action 

research. A close perusal of all these models however indicates that these several models 
are not completely divorced from each other. The ultimate purpose of these models does
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not differ. Action research essentially begins when the practitioner is dissatisfied by 
certain results, products and learning situation and when she/ he is concerned about it. 
However, these concerns relate to the practitioners legitimate jurisdiction of activities 
only. Because one is getting the same monotonous results for his routine ways of doing 
things, if he / she wants a different results, he / she has to do different things. This is the 
simple logic of the need for undertaking action research. To that extent, an action 
research is a management mantra.

We may follow the following model for our discussion and understanding. The 
entire steps are described keeping the DIET faculty in mind. This model talks of ten steps 
as follows.

1. Perception of the dissatisfied state/ Problem
2. Analysis of the dissatisfied state/ problem
3. Understanding the probable causes of the dissatisfaction/ problem
4. Development of propositions
5. Prioritization of a proposition
6. Formulation of an Action Hypothesis
7. Planning for an Intervention
8. Execution of Intervention
9. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the intervention
10. Reflection and decision making 

Let us discuss each of these steps in some detail:

(1) Perception of the dissatisfied state I problem: We as professionals do many 
things as a part of our work. Many a times, our practices are either less 
productive, unproductive or even counter productive. A close perusal of the 
outcome of our actions in terms of their efficiency and effectiveness is essential. 
This is what is called ‘reflection’. A reflection on the state of affairs in our 
immediate work situations may bring in a feeling of dissatisfaction or 
unhappiness. We may feel that our effort is not yielding the desired and optimal 
result. This is beginning step for Action Research.

On the other hand, if we are quite happy and satisfied with our practice, 
perhaps we may not feel like bringing about any change. In such a situation, the 
question of conducting Action Research does not arise. Ideally, no professional 
practice can reach a level where one is very happy and does not want to grow. 
Quality is a term, which has no limit. Therefore, all professionals have to keep 
growing and for this complacency has no place.

(2) Analysis of the dissatisfied state I problem: The second logical step that 
follows the previous step is to analyze the causes of dissatisfaction or the
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Action Research Spiral
SPIRAL 1
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problem. This requires looking at the situation from all possible angles. One 
seeks to answer the following questions in this step, (i) What am I dissatisfied 
with? (ii) What is the extent of the dissatisfaction? (iii) How many of my trainees 
and teachers are not able to benefit from my transaction? By asking these 
questions one tries to understand the nature, extent and urgency of the 
dissatisfaction or the problem.

(3) Understanding the probable causes of the dissatisfaction/problem: All
dissatisfactions or problems have one cause/reason or more causes/reasons. 
Problems do not arise by themselves. Problems are caused. To address a problem, 
we need to understand the factors /situations /agents that have lead to the problem 
situation that is causing dissatisfaction. Many times more than one factor may 
also be causing the problem. Therefore there is a need to understand the causes. 
Since, actual causes are difficult to be understood all the times, we may attempt to 
understand probable causes. To do this one has to logically reason out what might 
be the probable causes and keep on listing them befitting the context in which the 
practitioner is operating.

(4) Development of propositions: A proposition is to be understood as ‘a tentative 
theory’ built by the practitioner based on the probable causes listed in the earlier 
step. In order to do this, the practitioner can identify those probable causes for 
which a practitioner can do something, and those causes for which the practitioner 
cannot do anything. This will clearly lead to the development of two tentative 
theories based on what one can do and what one cannot do. Based on these, 
probable causes, one has to develop a picture interlinking them. This is a tentative 
theory, which is also called a proposition. Using this, two propositions can be 
developed.

(5) Prioritization of a proposition: Based on the two propositions, the practitioner
can prioritize that proposition based on those causes on which he can do
something.

(6) Development of Action Hypothesis: This is the next logical step in Action
Research. It is a statement, which attempts to link the ‘action’ and ‘outcome’.
Since the practitioner will have prioritized a proposition, he will have got a 
picture about the possible causes and their interrelationship. So now he has to 
match an intervention, an activity, a set of actions, which is capable of solving the 
problem or minimizing the dissatisfaction by reducing its intensity. It means, an 
action hypothesis is a statement of conjecture indicating an intervention as 
capable of minimizing the intensity of the problem or dissatisfaction. Only one 
action hypothesis is to be developed. By developing this, we also will have 
identified an intervention matching the context.

(7) Planning for intervention: Planning is the process of determining carefully 
considered procedures and arrangements for carrying out some future activity to 
accomplish some purpose with economy of time, effort and money. Planning in
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the context of Action Research involves designing a course of action carefully and 
thoughtfully. This will provide a clear vision of their directions and intentions. 
Make it a point to ensure that all interventions are such which a teacher can do it 
in his /her everyday class easily. Because, after trying an intervention, if found 
useful and successful, the practitioner must be able to use it and make it a part of 
his natural practice. So artificial activities or absurd activities are not to be 
considered at all. Planning is essential for:

- making advance preparations
- ensuring optimal efficiency

achieving economy of time, effort and other resources 
completing the task within a time frame 
providing checks and balances for monitoring 
providing a basis for subsequent decision making 
minimising the chances of ad-hoc decisions and digressions 
putting the programme back on track in case of derailment

One can use a task grid to systematically identify different activities. This 
may look like the following.

Task grid in action research

Sl.No. Task People
involved

Place where 
to be done

Period 
when to be 
done

Comments 
if any

(8) Execution of intervention: The plan has to be implemented by the action 
researcher as per schedule. The action researcher should also watch and guard 
against digressions from the object of the study. It is desirable that the 
practitioner maintains a diary to record the proceedings of each of the intervention 
sessions. At the end of each session, the outcomes of each session also need to 
noted. This process will enable a practitioner to get the rate of progress of the 
intervention. The number of sessions may go on as planned and sometimes one 
can make modifications, i.e., increase or decrease the number of sessions of 
interventions suiting the need of the group. To that extent, execution of 
intervention is also facilitating the evaluation of the effectiveness of different 
sessions of intervention.
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(9) Evaluation of Intervention: Now it is the time for the practitioner to analyse the 
impact of the intervention. Quantitative data if any shall be analysed by using 
simple computations such as mean, median or mode. The data may also be 
represented graphically to facilitate easy understanding of the situation. The 
entire evaluation analysis should facilitate taking certain decisions about the 
intervention, its continuance or its discontinuance and reflection of what went 
right and what went wrong.

(10) Reflection and Decision-making: Reflection is the centrality of action research. 
Action research can also be called the reflective practice also. Reflection is a 
process of questioning oneself whether the dissatisfaction one had surrounded by 
different probable causes were really correct? Was the intervention planned and 
executed adequate in solving the problem or minimizing the dissatisfaction? and 
such. Consequent to the reflection, the practitioner will have to take certain 
decisions. These may include, whether the intervention tried is made the part of 
one’s practice? Should he go to the next spiral if the intervention is not found to 
be successful? These decisions will help a practitioner either to internalize a new 
tested strategy or to try another one in a new spiral of events.

Action Research proceeds spirally. Practitioners cannot be reflective only 
once or once in a while during their professional life. It has to be a continuous 
endeavour. There must a continuous striving to move towards a higher level of 
performance by trying alternate ‘actions’ or by addressing other problem areas. .

(d) Features of Action Research
The following are some of the features of Action Research: It;

takes place in an immediate situation of the practitioner 
is collaborative between the clients and the practitioner 
follows scientific approach
is a process-based activity 
is an approach towards improvement 
is a practitioner research 
is a small scale intervention
proceeds in spirals (Please see the Action Research spiral) 
is self-evaluative
provides avenues for teachers to be innovative 
does not demand specialized rigorous training

(e) Myths and misconceptions about Action Research
There are several misconceptions about Action Research. DIET faculty need to be aware 
of these aberrations in perception. Let us consider some of them.

It is not the usual thing that we do routinely during regular teaching 
It is not just a method of teaching
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It is not the research carried out by a third party
- It does not aim to contribute to the body of theoretical knowledge

It does not aim at testing theories or philosophical bases of education 
It is not a rigorous academic exercise bereft of classroom implications 
It is not just a problem solving approach
It is not a rigorous educational research leading one to a degree

- It does not require high degree of specialization in educational research 
It does not need money in all cases
It can not be enforced by others

(f) Action Research in Lab Area Context

What is the role of Action Research in the Lab Area context? Following are some 
of the points, which justify the importance of Action Research in Lab Area. Although 
action research does not become different if undertaken in a lab area context, it has great 
many advantages for its use, training and popularization in a lab area.

(1) Since, a lab area is a small segment of the district, action research as a strategy can 
be effectively used by DIET faculty themselves in trying their own methods of 
transaction to be made more effective.

(2) DIET faculty can train all the school teachers of the lab area to undertake action 
research thereby qualitative improvement of elementary education can be attempted.

(3) As action research can provide a context specific solution to the local problems, it is 
perhaps the best strategy that could be used by all professionals, as every school is 
unique in terms of its strengths and weaknesses.

(4) DIET faculty can provide constant support to school teachers of lab area in 
developing capacities so that a total empowerment of teachers on this is possible as 
the lab area is a relatively small area of a district.

(5) DIETs also can create a platform where action researches conducted could be 
presented and shared by practitioners.

(6) DIETs can also bring out their own action research bulletin to quickly disseminate 
action research studies. This will be a step forward in the professional development 
of teachers.

(7) Dissemination of Action Research activities can breed a new professional culture 
within a district. This is quite likely to motivate all others.

(8) A developed culture of this kind at the initiative of DIET can bring a sea change in 
the mindset and monotony of the practice of professionals. This can take the entire 
district to a new height.

All the above are possible in lab area as it is going to be relatively a small area of 
district. The success of tried out ways of lab area training on action research can be 
utilized for the entire district by a DIET later too.

(g) Small things that go a long way!

- Prepare yourself to make an impressive presentation on AR to interested 
parties.
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- Present role models
- Procure literature on AR and make them available to the interested groups
- Provide guidance to conduct AR
- Publish brochures, booklets to provide information about Action Research
- Recognize people who conduct AR
- Select and use a simple format for AR
- Show that AR works on the ground and it is useful.
- Talk about AR to all personnel in CRC, BRC, DIET, people in 

Educational administration etc
- Talk to the in-service-teachers
- Use mass media to present talks, skits etc on AR
- Write articles/ books on AR in Kannada

Conclusions: Action Research is to be made every professional’s tool in order to see 
professional growth. It cannot be the monopoly of any one. It has to be made understood 
by every practitioner. The success of district’s quality in school education and teacher 
training depends upon the proactive role every DIET takes. May we hope we move 
towards that?

X Documentation of Action Research: All through we have been 
discussing that action research is a strategy by which any professional can improve 
his/her practice by becoming reflective. This process is a continuous process leading to 
professional development. If we have agreed to this concept, then a reflective 
practitioner may have some questions about action research once he/she completes one.

[A] Questions relating to documentation of Action Research: may include 
the following.

(1) Is it necessary that all action researches should be documented?
(2) Is it that we want to document it therefore we conduct action research?
(3) If any action research has to be documented what are their advantages?
(4) Can an ordinary teacher who has no special ability also document?
(5) If documentation is necessary, how simple it can be?
(6) What do I do after I document an action research? etc, etc.

The above questions can be answered keeping in view the spirit of action research 
in the following manner.

(1) Is it necessary that all action researches should be documented?
The answer is ‘NO’. It is not necessary that all action researches need to be documented 
because; action research is conducted to improve one’s own practice professionally 
thereby qualitatively improving from one level to the other. BUT, it is desirable that all 
action researches are documented.

(2) Is it that we want to document it therefore we conduct action research?
The answer is, it is certainly not true. The desire for documentation does not motivate one 
to undertake action research.

(3) If any action research has to be documented what are their advantages?
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The above question can be answered by enumerating certain advantages. They could 
include the following.

(a) It develops a professional perspective of systematic record keeping of one’s 
accomplishments.

(b) It enables a practitioner to disseminate one’s activities face to face.
(c) It enables a practitioner to plan all activities systematically, if one reaches a 

level of documenting it.
(d) It can also enable a practitioner to share ones accomplishments through 

dialogue journals.
(e) It can serve a source of motivation for other teachers.
(f) It breaks the monotony of a teacher can bring freshness in one’s own 

practice.
(g) It can develop creative expressions leading to innovativeness. This itself is 

a professional-developmental direction.
(h) It can give tremendous confidence in doing many things attached to 

education, as one feels confident to boldly document an accomplishment.

The documentation activity can have multiple advantages to a Practitioner.

(4) Can an ordinary teacher who has no special ability also document his/her 
action researches?

The answer to the above question is ‘Yes’. Documenting an action research requires 
only a faithful rendering of what all happened in a situation where the practitioner began 
with an unhappy or dissatisfied condition and ended up with a changed situation. 
Therefore, this does not require any special ability. Therefore, all teachers can document 
their action researches.
(5) If documentation is necessary, how simple it can be? What do I do after I 
document an action research?

The answer to the above two questions would be given in the subsequent section.
Having realized the importance of documentation of action researches, it is

desirable to understand how to develop a proposal of action research and document an 
action research study.

[B] Developing a proposal of action research: a proposal of an action 
research can be developed based on the following lines.

(1) Background of the practitioner
(2) Perception of the problem / dissatisfaction
(3) Analysis of the problem / dissatisfaction
(4) Enumeration of Probable causes
(5) Development of propositions
(6) Prioritization of a proposition
(7) Development of an action hypothesis
(8) Planning for intervention
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(1) Background of the practitioner: Here the practitioner has to introduce himself and 
his context. This makes clear the responsibilities of the practitioner and also justifies for 
his further action he proposes.

(2) Perception of the problem I dissatisfaction: The actual concern gets reflected here. 
As a part of many responsibilities, he may find dissatisfaction on many counts. Here, he 
has to discuss how he has perceived the dissatisfaction /problem, and what made him feel 
dissatisfied? He describes the dissatisfaction. For example, if an English teacher is 
uncomfortable I dissatisfied with his students’ ability to pronounce English words, he 
must be able to see this distinctly and clearly.

(3) Analysis of the problem I dissatisfaction: In the analysis of the problem, the 
practitioner has to analyse the nature of the problem, extent of the problem and the 
intensity of the problem. Here, the exactness of the problem or the dissatisfaction is 
concretely presented. Taking the above example, the English teacher here must be 
capable of understanding and analyzing the total number of students who have the 
problem of pronunciation, the kinds of words where specifically they have problem and 
what is the extent to which their pronunciation differs from the standard phonological 
correct pronunciation, etc. This must be understood and presented in his report clearly so 
that the reader gets a clear picture.

(4) Enumeration of Probable causes: Here, the practitioner has to attempt to understand 
different probable causes and list them one by one. While, so doing he has to logically 
think of their possibility and list them.

(5) Development of propositions: A proposition is a tentative theory developed based on 
probable causes. Here, the practitioner has to segregate different probable causes on the 
basis whether a practitioner can do some thing at his level for those caused or he is not 
able to do any thing. Using these segregated probable causes, he attempts to link all the 
causes and develop a story. This story should be capable of logically explaining the 
underlying global cause of dissatisfaction or problem. This developed story, which has 
interconnections of different causes, is a proposition. Since we do not know that the 
situation is absolutely correct, we are calling it as a tentative theory. If probable causes 
are segregated into two, logically speaking there can be two propositions. One 
proposition is based on those causes for which a practitioner can do some thing and the 
other proposition is one, which is based on those causes for which the practitioner cannot 
do any thing. The developed propositions need to be written one by one.

(6) Prioritization of a proposition: Based on different propositions, one needs to be 
prioritized. The prioritized proposition needs to be written here. If we have two 
propositions one based on what a practitioner can do and the other on what a practitioner 
cannot do any thing, obviously, the first proposition has to be prioritized. It is because; it 
is only for the first proposition anything can be done.

(7) Development of an action hypothesis: Since, a proposition is prioritized, the cluster 
of causes is guessed. Based on this, some remediation has to be identified. In doing this
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an action hypothesis helps. An action hypothesis is a statement of conjecture, which 
suggests that a dissatisfaction situation can be minimized by providing a planned 
intervention. It is a statement where an intervention is stated as capable of minimizing the 
intensity of a problem or raising dissatisfaction to a satisfactory level. Only one action 
hypothesis has to be developed in every spiral.

(8) Planning for intervention: Based on the action hypothesis, the practitioner now has 
problem/dissatisfaction on the one hand and a proposed remedy in the form of 
intervention on the other. Having proposed a remedy, converting it into interventions, a 
sequence of activities has to be identified and planned. This needs an elaborate work. 
This may cover identifying and planning different activities, materials required for them, 
equipments required, negotiating cooperation from one’s students etc. This is a crucial 
stage of action research. For this, the task grid may be used. It may look like the 
following.

Task Grid
Sl.No. Task People Place Period Comments

The practitioner has to terminate his proposal development here, as the next step 
is to execute the interventions. This proposal is not for anybody’s approval but it is 
for one’s own benefit as preparation and planning can lead one to a systematic approach 
and continuously guide in one direction.

[C] Writing Style of a proposal: While writing a proposal, practitioner has to 
remember that he is going to execute it. So wherever necessary, he has to use future 
tense. Let the description be in simple narrative style. The reporting in first person is a 
desirable style as it is going to be a narrative form of an activity of a practitioner. The 
third person narrative style is not necessary here unlike in other researches. The proposal 
can be even a rough draft of the proposed activity. This need not be even typed/printed 
etc as its purpose is to only facilitate activity on the part of the practitioner. It is his own 
blueprint of what he intends to do. In order to move from one step to the other logically 
and methodically this thinking is necessary. So this is only a record of one’s clear 
thinking expressed using words on apiece of paper. This can be compared to a road map 
we write on a sheet of paper when we have to go to a place, which is rather new to us.

After, the proposal is prepared; one may actually execute the interventions and 
see the changes thereof. Continue till the desired results are achieved or change the spiral 
and plan another set of activities. The aim is to convert a dissatisfactory situation to a 
satisfactory level. So stop not till the goal is reached.

After having completed an action Research, the entire activity also needs to be 
documented.
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[D] Documentation of Action Research Report:
The documentation of Action Researches can follow a simple narrative form, as

the practitioner is interested in capturing the logic, process and changed circumstances 
under the time one had at his disposal. Therefore, the following steps are desirable while 
documenting an action research. Logically, put, the documentation cannot be different 
from the process, as we do not intend to generate any new knowledge or develop any new 
theory using any statistical designs. However, it is to be borne in mind that when apiece 
of write up is available to any reader, he/she must be able to understand the work in 
context. To achieve this it is desirable we add one more step to the process of action 
research i.e., the background of the practitioner. The background of the practitioner can 
clearly portray the context in which the practitioner is positioned and justifies the 
intrinsic value of action research, as it has to be undertaken within the legitimate 
jurisdiction of activities of the practitioner. So different steps that needs to be used are as 
follows.

The actual report may have the following.

[A] Prelims of the report:
(a) Cover page
(b) Acknowledgements
(c) Contents

[B] Actual text of the report:
(1) Background of the practitioner
(2) Perception of the problem / dissatisfaction
(3) Analysis of the problem / dissatisfaction
(4) Enumeration of Probable causes
(5) Development of propositions
(6) Prioritization of a proposition
(5) Development of an action hypothesis
(6) Planning for intervention
(7) Execution of intervention
(8) Assessment of the effectiveness of intervention
(9) Decision making, Reflection and understanding the action
(10) Net Gains of present effort 

[Cl Summary of action Research
[D] Appendix

[i] Prelims of the report: Any report may have the following as a part of prelims. 
Prelims are the preliminary, peripheral issues, which can make a report look like a report.

(1) Cover page: Is the cover page of an action report. It may look like 
the following.
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Improving the communicative skills of 
students in English

Name of the Practitioner

Name of the Institution 
2004

(2) Acknowledgements: This forms the next part of the prelims. Here, the practitioner 
has to record his/her appreciation of cooperation, collaboration, support extended by 
different people at different points of time related to the conduct of the study. In case of a 
teacher’s action research, he may acknowledge the support his students extended to him 
in the process of his study. If he has got any support of any nature from the headmaster, 
other teacher colleagues or friends etc, all those things have to be acknowledged to the 
extent they have supported. This should be a place where, faithfully one thanks all those 
who mattered. This is not a platform to please any higher ups if they have not really 
facilitated the work.

(3) Contents: Different steps of the report, which appear in the report with different 
page numbers, may be the contents page.

| ii] Actual text of the report; The actual text of the report begins here.

(1) Background of the practitioner: Here the practitioner has to introduce himself and 
his context. If, as we have indicated above, we are discussing the action research report of
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an English teacher, then he/she has to introduce him/herself as an English teacher who 
has the responsibility of teaching English to different classes/whichever classes.

(2) Perception of the problem I dissatisfaction: Here, he has to discuss how the 
practitioner has perceived the dissatisfaction /problem, and what made him feel 
dissatisfied? The dissatisfaction felt by the practitioner has to be described. For example, 
if an English teacher is uncomfortable I dissatisfied with his students’ ability to 
pronounce English words, he must be able to see this distinctly and clearly. This may be 
as same as the proposal.

(3) Analysis of the problem / dissatisfaction: In the analysis of the problem, the 
practitioner has to analyse the nature of the problem, extent of the problem and the 
intensity of the problem. Here, the exactness of the problem or the dissatisfaction is 
concretely presented. Taking the above example, the English teacher here must be 
capable of understanding and analyzing the total number of students who have the 
problem of pronunciation, the kinds of words where specifically they have problem and 
what is the extent to which their pronunciation differs from the standard phonological 
correct pronunciation, etc. This must be understood and presented in his report clearly so 
that the reader gets a clear picture. This also can be a slight elaboration of what we had 
noted in our proposal.

(4) Enumeration of Probable causes: Here, the practitioner enumerates the probable 
causes. Here, it can just be reproduced as we have planned in the proposal. This will not 
be different from what has been written in the proposal.

(5) Development of propositions: Based on the probable causes, propositions are 
developed. All propositions already developed at the proposal time itself can be written 
down. As said, a proposition is a tentative theory developed based on probable causes. 
The developed propositions need to be written one by one.

(6) Prioritization of a proposition: Based on different propositions, one needs to be 
prioritized. The prioritized proposition needs to be written here. Since, it has already been 
prioritized at the proposal stage, that needs to be just copied here.

(7) Development of an action hypothesis: The action hypothesis developed and used in 
the action research need to be written here.

(8) Planning for intervention: This needs an elaborate documentation. How did the 
practitioner plan, what are the issues on which he had planned etc, will have to be written 
in detail. For this, the task grid used by the practitioner may be used. It may look like the 
following.

Sl.No. Task People Place Period Comments
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Here, whatever tasks one had planned and executed in relation to people, place, 
and period needs to be written. Further, it is desirable to discuss how far the planned 
activities were executed the way they were planned. If there were certain deviations, why 
did it happen etc also needs to be discussed.

The practitioner may also add his reflections as to how far the planned activities 
were relevant and were fit enough to be transacted as such.

(9) Execution of intervention: Here, the actual execution of interventions provided, 
day by day/ stage by stage can be discussed in detail along with different kinds of 
evidences gathered by the practitioner. These evidences can also be called data. These 
evidences are collected at every intervention. Ideally, every practitioner maintains a diary 
where, he notes down the interventions and their results. These help him in seeing the 
changes chronologically as the number of interventions follows.

In his /her diary, the practitioner need to have the following. (The suggested style 
is not prescriptive but it is only suggestive.

Date: Task/Intervention No.

Evidence:

Reflection:

Signature of the practitioner:

For different reasons, the practitioner may have to terminate providing different 
sessions of interventions. It may be because the time available at his end, or the desired 
results are satisfactorily achieved, or the practitioner is satisfied with certain interventions 
itself though not fully satisfied, etc, etc.

The entire spectrum of interventions will have to be faithfully recorded.
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(10) Assessment of the effectiveness of intervention: After having recorded the 
execution of intervention, it is necessary to qualitatively assess the effectiveness of the 
intervention. In fact, as a part of execution itself we have been also noting the effect of 
every day’s intervention. When the practitioner realizes that there are no changes or 
improvement in the learners, he /she stops interventions and come to a summative 
assessment as it is the terminal stage of the intervention sessions. It means to say that at 
any point when the practitioner wishes to terminate the trying of interventions, a 
qualitative summative assessment is done to see what changes is seen vis-a-vis the 
number of interventions. This is done to see some kind of cost-benefit analysis of the 
interventions.

While, so doing, it is desirable that the practitioner takes the pre-intervention 
assessment of the students on certain attributes I conditions and compare them with the 
post intervention assessment on those very factors, conditions or variables. This will 
clearly indicate whether, the intervention has enabled or disabled the condition to change. 
This is in sum what has to go in the assessment of the effectiveness of the interventions.

(11) Decision-making, Reflection and Understanding the action: The assessment is 
made to understand the usefulness of the intervention. Based on the assessment of the 
usefulness of the interventions the practitioner reflects on the entire process. Based on 
both, certain decisions will have to be taken. The practitioner has to write the reflection 
and decision here.

Based on the effectiveness of the intervention, the practitioner has to reflect on 
the entire process. Some of the following questions will help in this process.
Questions, which facilitate reflection:

(1) Am I correct in understanding the causes of dissatisfaction?
(2) Were they really the causes?
(3) Did I make any mistake in guessing the causes?
(4) How far I was correct in identifying, planning and implementing the 

intervention?
(5) Did the intervention bring about the desired levels of change?
(6) What went right? and what went wrong?
(7) Is there any scope of any further improvement?
(8) Should I think of taking another route in handling the situation? etc.

These reflections will have to be written under the sub heading reflections only. 
Here, the practitioner’s objectivity gets reflected. An objective practitioner though 
conducts activities with full involvement and planning, when it comes to assessment of 
his own practice he is objective as he wants to grow. So, reflection has to be written 
dispassionately.

Based on the reflection, the practitioner will have to take certain decisions. These 
decisions relate to his future actions. Some of the questions, which can facilitate this 
activity, arc as follows.
Questions, which facilitate taking decisions:

(1) Should I terminate the intervention? When we say this, we mean that the 
testing of the intervention is to be terminated, as the purpose of testing these strategies is
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to make it a part of one’s own natural practice if it is useful and reject it if it is useless. 
So naturalization of a tested useful intervention is the purpose, if an intervention is found 
to be useful, it’s testing has to be terminated and integrate in to one’s own fold of 
practice. If an intervention is useless, reject it, as it is useless. A decision has to be taken 
on this issue and it should be recorded in the report.

(2) Should I move to the next spiral? This question is asked when the results 
yielded are not satisfactory. The question of moving to the next spiral comes when the 
present intervention has failed. So this decision also needs to be taken. If the practitioner 
has to move to the next spiral; then

(3) Should I take certain precautions in the next spiral? Since the present 
intervention has not helped, it means perhaps the understanding of the problems and their 
underlying causes could also be at fault. Therefore, a number of precautions will have to 
be taken while going to the next spiral. Decision regarding this needs to be taken.

(4) How can I make my effective intervention a part of my practice? Since, 
an intervention is found to be useful and effective, one has to take certain decisions about 
making these interventions as a part of one’s practice. It may require a number of changes 
on the part of the practitioner himself, changing the teaching-learning situations 
themselves, etc. a number of decisions about all these needs to be taken. These will have 
to be written in the document.

(5) What changes are necessary in me to naturalize a tested intervention?
The centrality of reflective practice is the ‘flexibility’ to change and change towards 
becoming more effective and relevant to the learner. The practitioner will have to take 
several decisions to bring changes in himself and his practice. These also need to be 
documented.

The documentation of process of action research process ends here, but it is 
worthwhile to record net gains. Net gains are those points, which certain tangible 
improvements are seen as a result of action research.

(12) Net Gains of present effort: Every action research is bound to have some net 
gains. These may include, — to cite a few - the following.

(a) In terms of people who have benefited: Here, in a school context, a 
successful action research can see certain changes in people who will have 
benefited. The first and the greatest beneficiary is the practitioner himself. Along 
with him his students also benefit from his intervention.
(b) In terms of situations that improved: Here, depending upon the context, at 
least the teaching-learning situation will improve. There can be many more 
situations, which may also depend upon the concern of the action research.
© In terms of materials that were developed: There are many possibilities 
where many teaching-learning materials, activities and ideas can develop because 
of the effect of the intervention.
(d) In terms of certain strategies tested which can be shared among well 
meaning people. Another important net gain is a document, which can be shared 
among well meaning people.
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[iii] Summary of action Research: The summary of action research can follow 
the following format.

Title: (of the action research.)
Dissatisfaction felt: (which is the basis for action research.)
Prioritized Proposition: (Can be just lifted from the main report.)
Action Hypothesis: (Can be just lifted from the main report.)
Execution of intervention: (Can be written in the form of different activities as 
bullet points.)
Evaluation: (A brief repot of the extent of success of the intervention not 
exceeding a paragraph.)
Reflection: (Briefly describe what went right and what went wrong.)
Decision: (Describe the decisions taken at the end of first spiral.)

[D] Appendix: This section may include; (a) All the evidences/ data collected during 
the intervention period, (b) All the responses received from the respondents, (c) 
Any other material which has not formed the part of main report but it relates to 
action research.

Ill Dissemination of Action Research

Documentation and Dissemination of action research are like the two faces of the 
same coin. In fact, the very purpose of documentation is to disseminate only. 
Dissemination refers to reaching out to others. Indeed, when an action research is 
undertaken and documented it is only logical to reach out the results to others. By 
‘others’ what is meant is those other teachers who are interested in this experimentation. 
Therefore, this is an important issue.

The two important questions, which crop up on this issue is why? and How? 
Though documentation of action research is not a must, but it is desirable as it can be 
disseminated to others. Therefore, all documented action researches need to be 
disseminated to others in the fraternity. Since, action research itself is a context specific 
activity, the results can provide locally relevant solutions, it imperative that the results are 
not generalizable. It means, for a dissatisfaction I problem of a practitioner in particular 
school, the tried out results which eventually will become a part of natural practice is so 
unique that it cannot be just copied by others. Yet, dissemination is desirable as this 
activity of dissemination can enable practitioners to think that there can be different 
situations, which can make practitioners uncomfortable, and this can be the starting point 
for serious activity such as action research. This can also highlight the fact that teachers 
differ in terms of their sensitivity levels. So the differing sensitivity levels of 
practitioners coupled with different abilities make every practitioner’s practice unique. 
Sharing these differing approaches of different practitioners and their own ways of 
identifying and testing different solutions can be a great learning activity by itself. 
Therefore, dissemination is very important activity. To put it succinctly, it fulfills
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professional responsibility, professional obligation and satisfies professional needs of 
practitioners and it is also a strategy of professional development of teachers. Therefore, 
dissemination has a special place.

How to disseminate action researches? Dissemination of action researches is 
possible by schoolteachers using some of the following ways.

(a) Face to face situations: Any practitioner can narrate ones own experiences to 
others through; (i) Formal talks, (ii) Presentations, (c) Informal group discussions.

In a formal talk, the practitioner can give a talk on one’s own action research in a 
formal platform created where, some people are interested in it. Such platforms need 
to be created for teachers, by teachers only. This is one of the ways of their 
professional development.

In a presentation, normally, it is an invited activity. Here, others invite an outsider 
to come and make a presentation on a topic from which many listeners can benefit 
from it.

In an informal group discussion, colleagues and peers who are on the same 
wavelength can share certain experiences informally. This is also an excellent 
opportunity to disseminate one’s action research.

(b) Distant mode: This is yet another distinct mode where dissemination or sharing 
of one’s action research experience is possible. This could include different options,
(i) A report itself, (ii) An article in a journal, or a magazine, (iii) Newspaper 
article, (iv) A radio talk, or (v) Through Internet.

The report itself can be read by interested people and the essence of the action 
research can be shared. An article in a magazine or a journal on what a practitioner has 
done can also convey to professional colleagues what one has done. A simple newspaper 
article arousing interest and enthusiasm of parents and society can be written based on 
one’s action research experience. Like wise, one can also think of sharing one’s 
professional experience of action research through a radio talk. One can even think of 
sending a write up to those online journals on internet, or those sites which are interested 
in disseminating action researches.

Dissemination of action research depends upon the imagination of the 
practitioner. If a practitioner is sincere, and concerned about his/her own growth one can 
always find out avenues. It is desirable that every practitioner shares his/her experiences 
with professional colleagues and grows. Growth is the end and means are immaterial. 
We hope we all continue to grow.

XXX
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II Planning

The training programme for the DIET faculty of Karnataka was planned to be 
conducted in two phases. In phase one, it was planned to provide inputs related to the 
concept of Lab area in all its dimensions and in the second phase it was planned to 
provide inputs regarding the documentation and dissemination of lab area activities as 
well as Action Research.

(A) Planning of the first Tele-conference: As a preliminary 
activity, a workshop was organised where the approach paper developed for this purpose 
was discussed with the resource persons (RPs) who were invited. This workshop aimed at 
working out modalities of material development for the first level tele-conference 
programme.

(B) Approach Paper

Training Programme for the DIET faculty of Karnataka on 
Planning and Implementation of the 

concept of Lab Area

[RPs Meeting 16th July,2004]

Background: The National Policy on Education, (1986), and its POA, (1992) have 
clearly provided directions for achieving the goals of UEE, i.e., i.e., universal enrollment 
and retention, and universal attainment of at least the specified minimum levels of 
learning. District Institutes of Education and Training (DIETs) are established as a 
planned strategy at the district level, with an objective of achieving the goals of UEE. 
DIETs, CTEs, .and IASEs all have specific responsibilities in this endeavor as they are 
specially created to facilitate the acceleration of the achievement of the goals of UEE 
which has remained a challenge before the entire country. Therefore it is the 
responsibility of every individual to help all those programmes, which ultimately enable 
the country to achieve UEE.

At the district level, DIETs are expected to be sensitive to the district needs and 
problems. Every district is unique in terms of its geographic, cultural, socio-economic 
profiles apart from the human composition. In this sense, attempting to tackle the 
problems and impediments in achieving the goals of UEE at the district level is a 
contextually specific plight. Commensurate with the uniqueness of a district, working 
towards understanding and sensitizing the community towards the importance of 
education becomes a necessity. In this sense, identifying and adopting a certain number 
of pockets of the district on a priority basis and working intensely on that with focused 
attention and resources (both human and material) become imperative. This chosen area
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of the district is the ‘Lab Area’. Using this mode the entire district needs to be covered in 
a phased manner. This is the core concern of Lab Area.

Since, DIETs have seven different branches and all the branches put together 
work directly or indirectly in achieving the objectives of UEE, it becomes necessary for 
all the DIET faculty members to be aware and sensitive to the concept of Lab Area, apart 
from planning and executing the same. Recently, all DIETs have developed ‘Perspective 
Plans up to 2007’. These perspective plans have specific significance in the wake of 
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan context.

It is necessary that the entire DIET faculty understand the urgency of achieving 
the objectives of UEE and their role in achieving them. In India, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
is taking roots as a movement in realizing the dreams of UEE. “Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, 
is an effort to universalize elementary education by community-ownership of the school 
system. It is a response to the demand for quality basic education all over the country. 
The SSA programme is also an attempt to provide an opportunity for improving human 
capabilities to all children, through provision of community-owned quality education in a 
mission mode.

What is Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan?
• A programme with a clear rZ/«e frame for universal elementary education.
• A response to the demand for quality basic education all over the country.
• An opportunity for promoting social justice through basic education.
• An effort at effectively involving the Panchayat Raj Institutions, School 

Management Committees, Village and Urban Slum level Education 
Committees, Parents’ Teachers’ Associations, Mother Teacher Associations, 
Tribal Autonomous Councils and other grassroots level structures in the 
management of elementary schools.

• An expression of political will for universal elementary education across the 
country.

• A partnership between the Central, State and the local government.
• An opportunity for states to develop their own vision of elementary education.

Aims of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan'.
The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is to provide useful and relevant elementary 

education for all children in the 6 to 14 age group by 2010. There is also another 
goal to bridge social, regional and gender gaps, with the active participation of the 
community in the management of schools.

Useful and relevant education signifies a quest for an education system that is not 
alienating and that draws on the community solidarity. Its aim is to allow children to 
learn about and master their natural environment in a manner that allows the fullest 
harnessing of their human potential both spiritually and materially. This quest must also
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be a process of value based learning that allows children an opportunity to work for each 
other’s well being rather than to permit mere selfish pursuits.

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan realizes the importance of Early Childhood Care and 
Education and looks at the 0-14 age as a continuum. All efforts to support pre-school 
learning in ICDS centres or special pre-school centres in non-ICDS areas will be made to 
supplement the efforts being made by the Department of Women and Child 
Development.

Objectives of Sarva Shikha Abhiyan
• All children in school, Education Guarantee Centre, Alternate School, ‘Back-to-

School’ camp by 2003
• All children complete five years of primary schooling by 2007
• All children complete eight years of elementary schooling by 2010
• Focus on elementary education of satisfactory quality with emphasis
• on education for life
• Bridge all gender and social category gaps at primary stage by 2007
• and at elementary education level by 2010
• Universal retention by 2010” (GOI, 2000)

Concept of Lab Area: In the DIET context, a lab area is a chosen part of a district, 
which the institution can recognize and adopt in order to work intensely investing all its 
human and material resources and bring about desired results. This selection will have to 
be done based on certain pre-determined parameters. These may include, certain 
indicators including, urgency of covering a part of the district based on certain data, 
priority based on certain conditions, larger interest of the pockets of a district who are 
hitherto not covered under education, etc. Ideally, once a lab area is chosen, certain 
estimated time to achieve the objectives are also to be planned realistically. This planning 
cannot exceed the total time set by the nation in achieving UEE. Since, every DIET has 
many different functions to perform, based on their concerns, it is not necessary that at a 
time there have to be only one lab area. On the contrary, there can be different lab areas 
for different concerns. However, there cannot be a permanent lab area for any DIET. 
Entire district will have to be covered on all concerns. It means, every lab area has a life 
span. Once, the targets are achieved, the lab area will have to be shifted to the other 
geographic area of subsequent importance. Hence, there can be many sets of lab areas at 
a time in a district and adopting many lab areas in a planned manner can enable aDIET to 
achieve the objectives of UEE.

Any lab area can serve two distinct functions. One, enabling functions and the 
other, facilitating functions. Enabling functions are those, which enable a district to 
achieve the targets set towards UEE. Facilitating functions are those functions, which 
facilitate a DIET to become more professional as the lab area planning and 
implementation requires systematic and methodical approaches and professional 
perspectives. So it not only helps a district to achieve the objectives of UEE it also
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facilitates a DIET to grow professionally. Thus, it serves twin purposes, i.e., development 
of the district and the professional development of the institute.

In Karnataka, a couple of attempts through tele-conference mode have been made 
in orienting the DIET faculty about the concept of Lab Area. Still, perhaps it has not 
seeped into all the DIET faculty of going about doing planning. In this backdrop, the 
proposed programme intends to not only clarify conceptually the Lab Area concept, but 
also attempts to enable the DIET faculty to develop plans and appraise all the plans 
developed (in the second phase). This attempt is likely to provide opportunities for DIET 
faculty to understand how plans can be contextually specific. With this it is likely to 
become easy for the DIET faculty to plan their activities keeping in view the district 
priorities. Thus, the proposed training programme is expected to motivate the DIET 
faculty to think and plan about lab area.

Specific Objectives of the training programme
(1) To provide training to the DIET faculty of Karnataka in understanding the concept of 
Lab Area and its importance for planning and implementation.

(2) To assess the plans so developed by the DIET faculty in order to give feed back and 
facilitate the finalization of plans.

(3) To provide training to all the faculty of DIETs of Karnataka at a time, minimizing 
transmission loss.

Methodology: The methodology planned is as follows. As the concept of‘Lab Area’ 
is the concern of all the DIET faculty members, it is desirable to provide training to all 
the faculty members. There are 20 DIETs in Karnataka and on an average, if one 
calculates around 15 faculty members also, the total number comes to 300. Training 300 
DIET faculty members of Karnataka in a face- to- face mode in one go is not only 
difficult but also unmanageable. It is also not possible to have the entire faculty at any 
one place for practical purposes. Therefore, a viable alternative is ‘Tele-conferencing’.

The programme consists of the following steps:
(a) Planning phase
(b) Development of materials
(c) Facilitator’s meeting/conference
(d) Tele Conference
(e) Appraisal of Lab area plans of all the districts
(f) Feed-back through second Tele-conference
(g) Facilitating finalisation of plans and
(a) Follow up

Structure and functions of DIET: Each DIET has the provision for the seven 
branches with the certain identified functions. Major functions are as follows.
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Different branches of DIET and their functions
I Pre-Service Teacher Education (PSTE):

(1) To serve as a nodal branch for the following:
(a) Organising pre-service course
(b) Preparation of learner-centred education and education for personality 

development
(c) All matters related to teaching methodology
(d) Providing psychological guidance and counselling to students of 

schools INFE /AE centers
(e) Learning by children with special needs - Disadvantaged, 

Handicapped, Gifted.
(2) To conduct in-service programmes related to methodology
(3) Collaborate with all other branches vis-a-vis subject area
(4) Maintenance of different labs
(5) Promotion of and support to co-curricular activities

II Work Experience (WE):
(1) To identify locally relevant WE areas in consultation with concerned nodal 

branches and developing low cost aids
(2) To support schools in introduction of WE activities and conduct in-service 

programme
(3) Provide WE inputs to all branches of DIET
(4) To upkeep DIET
(5) Organise community service activities
(6) Maintain workshop/farm/garden
(7) Develop work related hobbies among trainees

III District Resource Unit (DRU):
(1) To assist educational authorities in planning and coordination of training 

programmes of AE I NFE, outside DIET
(2) To serve as a nodal branch for organizing;

(a) Induction training programmes for NFE instructors
(b) Orientation programmes for Resource Persons of NFE I AE

(3) Evaluate and monitor quality and efficiency of training programmes for NFE 
I AE and improve them

(4) Maintain database of NFE /AE RPs who have undergone training and follow 
them for other programmes too

(5) Seeking support of different branches of DIET for serving NFE/AE activities
(6) Undertake field interaction work vis-a-vis the AE / NFE projects and act as 

referral unit for academic problems thrown by the field in the area of AE / 
NFE

(7) Undertake action research in all relevant areas of NFE /AE
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IV In-Service Programme, Field Interaction and Innovation Coordination (IFIC):
(1) To assist educational authorities in planning and coordination of in-service 

education programmes for elementary teachers throughout the district, and to 
plan and coordinate such programmes;

(a) Identify training needs of elementary teachers in the district and 
prepare perspective plans

(b) Prepare an annual calendar of all programmes to be held in DIET
(c) Help authorities to plan annual calendar of in-service programmes to 

be held outside the DIET.
(2) To serve as a nodal branch for organizing all in-service programmes for 

teachers, RPs,
(3) To evaluate and monitor quality and efficacy of in-service programmes
(4) To maintain a database of all those who undergo training & provide a follow 

up activities
(5) To serve as a reference and resource center for teachers to continue their 

education
(6) To act as nodal branch for all action research and field interaction activities of 

the institute covering;
(a) Coordinate action researches and disseminate results
(b) Act as a clearing house for dissemination of research outputs
(c) Keep in touch through Newsletter/periodical

V Curriculum, Material Development and Evaluation (CMDE):
To adopt existing items and develop new items of the following kinds so that they 
suit local circumstances, and can be used in elementary education and elementary 
teacher education programmes:

(a) Curricular units
(b) Teaching-learning strategies for general and locally developed 

curricular units
(c) Techniques for evaluation
(d) Tests and question banks

(2) To help DRU in development work for AE / NFE
(3) To undertake testing on sample basis to assess achievement levels of learners
(4) To help educational authorities in implementing a reliable and valid system of 

learner evaluation.
(5) To conduct workshop in developing curricular materials
(6) To collaborate with all other branches of DIET

VI Educational Technology (ET):
(1) To develop low cost teaching aid in collaboration with other units, including 

DRU
(2) To maintain ET labs
(3) To lend and borrow ET materials
(4) To laise with AIR for educational broadcast
(5) To provide training in ET for teachers
(6) To extend ET support to all branches
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VII Planning and Management (P&M):
(1) To develop and maintain database of the whole district for planning, 

managing and monitoring
(2) To conduct studies to feed into policy making on all aspects
(3) To help school authorities in school mapping, micro planning, formation and 

activation of school complex, institutional planning for school complexes 
and institutional evaluation

(4) Orientation programmes to VECs, SDMCs, Community leaders, voluntary 
educational workers, HMs

(5) To act as nodal branch for preparing annual institutional plan and annual self 
evaluation reports

(6) To assist all branches of DIET

Implications for Lab Area Training programme Keeping in view the 
structure and functions of DIETs, the following broad issues emerge on which the present 
programme can be launched. They include:

(a) Providing relevant education by schools and preparing good teachers by DIETs
(b) Providing need-based teacher-training programmes
(c) All issues related to NFE/AE/EGS Vis-a-vis SSA
(d) Establishing school-community linkages/Community ownership of school 

education, the role of VEC, SDMC, PTA
(e) Realizing the importance of Action Research as a concern for quality assurance 

by teachers and teacher-educators
(f) Significance of planning: perspective plan, institutional plan, micro-planning
(g) Optimizing educational broadcast for the benefit of students, teachers and 

community
(h) Use of research information for effective functioning by all professionals in

Education

Since, the problems of education are, providing access, ensuring full enrollment, 
retention of the enrolled children, arresting wastage, improving the quality of school 
education, and ensuring a level of achievement by all children, it is imperative that all the 
above issues will have to be seen from the view point of the problems of education as 
listed above.

In the above backdrop, it becomes necessary to conceptually clarify the 
dimensions apart from identifying certain indicators, which will have to permeate all the 
dimensions alike as they arc ultimately going to be the basis for lab area planning.

Proposed topics for training programme on Lab Area. The proposed 
topics could include the following.

(1) Lab Area: The concept, scope, need and importance. (General)
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(2) Significance of educational planning: perspective plan, institutional plan, micro
planning etc. (Focus of Lab Area training programme)

(3) Providing relevant education by schools, preparing good teachers by DIETs apart 
from providing need-based teacher-training programmes. (Access, enrollment, 
quality, achievement)

(4) Planning programmes related to NFE/AIE/EGS Vis-a-vis SSA 
(Enrollment and catching all others)

(5) Planning for establishing school-community linkages / Community ownership of 
school education, the role of VEC, SDMC, PTA etc. & Planning for optimization 
of educational broadcast in achieving the goals of UEE. (Access, enrollment and 
quality)

(6) Realizing the importance of Action Research as a concern for Quality- assurance 
by teachers, and teacher-educators. (Teacher effectiveness & quality, and 
achievement)

Ql) Use of research information for effective functioning by all Professionals in 
Education. (Quality and achievement)

Expectations from the group:
(1) In the first meeting, the probable topics need to be discussed and finalized.
(2) On all the finalized topics, write ups (preferably in both English and Kannada) 

will have to be developed keeping in view how the DIET faculty can plan on 
those issues in the light of lab area context. It may specifically cover the planning 
part, prioritization part, modus-operandi part, etc.

(3) This write up may cover not only the content part, but also transaction part.
(4) Wherever possible, it is desirable to propose to use more than one medium as a 

part of transaction of their content / write up, as we have an opportunity of using 
powerful visual medium in the tele-conference studio, which can provide us 
gadgets such as computers, table top camera, video inputs, fax and telephone 
facilities.

(5) In the second round of all the developed write-ups will be presented by each 
author to the group and receive feedback. It may be modified suitably.

The following is a tentative calendar of activities of the above training 
programme.
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Calendar of activities

SI.No Activities Proposed Date and Venue Remarks

1 Meeting of RPs 16, July,2004 (One 
day
RIE,Mysore

2 Development of tele-conference 
materials by RPs

10-1 l'h August, 2004
(Two days)
RIE, Mysore

3 Orientation of 20 DIET facilitators 8tb September, 2004
RIE,Mysore

4 Tele-conference on Lab Area issues Likely on 14“ & 15,h 
September, 2004 
(two days)
Mysore

Finalisation will be 
done subject to the 
availability of studio.

5 Receiving the developed Lab Area 
plans with justification

October, 4lh to 19,h ,
2004 (15 Days)

6 Meeting of RPs to assess developed 
plans

October, 26th & 27,h ,
2004.
(Two days)
RIE, Mysore

7 Second Tele-conference Likely on November, 
io,h & ll"' , 2004 
(Two days)
Mysore

Finalisation will be 
done subject to
availability of studio.

8 Transcription of tele-conference 
materials by a professional

November, 12th’ to
January, 12th, 2005 
(Two months)

9 Report writing, CD preparation and 
distribution to all DIETs

January, 12th, 2005 to
February, 2005

XXX
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However, the activities undertook differed from thre planned schedule. Based on 
the approach paper different RPs accepted to develop different write ups and finally, 
the first level teleconference programme to train DIET faculty of Karnataka was 
launched on 26th, November, 2004. Initially, it was scheduled for two days. But, due 
to non-availability of the studio, it had to be reduced to one day.

For the first tele-conference, a document was prepared in Kannada covering the 
background of the concept and the training programme, schedule of sessions, term of 
reference of each session, list of resource persons, content about the concept and 
process of lab area activities and Action Research. The prelims of the booklet as can 
be seen in English, are as follows.
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Satellite-based Training Programme

On

Planning and implementation of 
Lab area concept 

For
DIET Faculty of Karnataka

By
Regional Institute of Education, Mysore 

(NCERT)

With

DSERT, Karnataka, Bangalore

On
26 November, 2004
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Planning for implementation of 
Lab area Activities

Introduction: As you are aware, we all have the responsibility of working towards 
UEE in a mission mode. In this activity DIETs have a very special role. The very purpose 
of creating DIETs is a testimony to the political and administrative will of Government to 
achieve the objectives of UEE at the earliest. In this direction, Sarva Shiksha Abhayan 
has taken centre stage in pacing up the activities leading to UEE in a mission mode.

In the above backdrop, it becomes necessary to look for all initiatives and ideas, 
which can strengthen all of us. Any idea, which can make all of us more professional and 
empower us, should be a welcome one. In this direction, the refemce given in DIET 
guidelines on ‘Lab area’ needs to be analysed, and understood. This understanding can 
serve twin objectives of professional development of DIET faculty as well as influencing 
qualitative improvement of elementary education in the district. With this hope the 
present training programme is planned.

The training programme schedule is as follows.

Training Programme Schedule

Session Content Time Time break up
1 Lab area: 

Conceptual
Issues

10 am to 10.50am 10 am to 10.30 am RPs presentation
10.30 am to 10.50 am Question- 

Answer session
2 Activities of a

Lab area: Its 
identification 
and planning

11 am to 11.50
am

11 am to 11. 30 am RPs presentation

11.30 am to 11.50 am Question- 
Answer session

3 Action Research 
and Lab area

12 noon to 1 pm 12 noon to 12.30 pm RPs 
presentation

12.30 pm to 1 pm Question-Answer 
session

LUNCH BREAK 1 pm to 2 pm
4 Role of Lab area 

in professional 
development of 
teachers and 
qualitative 
improvement of 
school education

2 pm to
2.50 pm

2 pm to 2.30 pm RPs presentation

2.30 pm to 2.50 pm Question-Answer 
session
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5 Non Formal 
Education 
Initiatives (EGS, 
AIE and AS) and 
Lab area

3 pm to 3.50 pm 3 pm to 3.30 RPs presentation

3.30 pm to 3.50 pm 
Question-Answer session

6 Role of Lab area 
in enhancing the 
School- 
Community 
linkages

4 pm to 4.50 pm 4 pm to 4.30 pm RPs presentation

4. 30 pm to 4.50 pm Question- 
Answer session

7 Concluding
Session

5 pm to 5.30 pm Summative Feedback and Discussion 
about subsequent activities

The Transaction Plan

Dear Participant,
As per the schedule given above, we are going to have one day teleconference 

covering seven sessions, hi each session, the RPs/ Panelists will talk for 30 minutes. 
After their presentation, 20 minutes are given for question- answer session. Since, we are 
expecting around 50 participants from each participating center, we are likely to have 
1000 participants. Therefore, participants have to be specific and crisp in their questions. 
Even while asking questions too, we request the participants to be specific and straight

The facilitator of your DIET with the help of some members could collect 
questions written crisply and start forwarding the same through fax. The RPs at the studio 
will start looking at questions and discussing among them and get ready for next part of 
the same session.

We are herewith providing material for the “Conceptual issues of lab area”, as 
well as ‘Action Research’. You are requested to go through well in advance and note 
down your views, questions, doubts etc. This will facilitate you for your discussions.

For your kind information, the RPs who are going to serve as panelists are as 
follows.
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Resource Persons Involved in the 
Tele-conference Programme

(1) Prof. Govinda Rao, A.V.
(2) Sri Kumaraswamy
(3) Smt. Manjula, R.
(4) Sri Magi, I.F.
(5) Sri. Nityananda Aradhya
(6) Dr. Phalachandra, B.
(7) Sri Ramachandra Rao, A.S.
(8) Prof. Sahashikala, A.
(9) Prof. Seetaramu, A.S.
(10) Smt. Sharvani
(11) Smt.Shyamala, S.K.
(12) Sri Tukaram, S.
(13) Dr. Usha Devi, M.D.
(14) Dr.Venkatesha Murthy, C.G. (Coordinator)

xxxxxx

Resource Persons involved in planning and material 
development of the programme

(1) Prof. Govinda Rao, A.V.
(2) Sri Magi, I.F.
(3) Sri Maruti, A.
(4) Sri. Nityananda Aradhya
(5) Dr. Phalachandra, B.
(6) Sri Satheesh, H.L.
(7) Prof. Umesh, H.S.
(8) Dr. Usha Devi, M.D.
(9) Prof. Venkataramana Shetty, C.G.
(10) Dr.Venkatesha Murthy, C.G. (Coordinator)

XXX

The first tele-conference was held on 26th November, 2004, where around 1000 
participants participated in all the 20 DIETs. On an average every DIET had around 50 
participants.
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(B) Planning of the Second Tele-conference: At the end of the
first training programme, all the DIETs were requested to prepare and send at least 8 
plans so that they can be put to scrutiny and a feedback can be given in the second 
teleconference. Accordingly, only Mandya, Kumta, Coorg, Bangalore Urban, Tumkur, 
Kolar, Davanagere and Mangalore (8 DIETs) sent their plans before 21st, December, 
which were scrutinized in a workshop. Other DIETs perhaps were not either keen or were 
not confident of preparing plans and sending them to us. However, other DIETs, i.e., 
Mysore, Shimoga, Chickmagalore and Bijapur sent their plans after the screening 
workshop. In the review workshop, efforts were made to look into all the plans keenly 
and wherever plans needed some corrections, they were incorporated. There were some 
plans, which lacked conceptual clarity. They had to be dropped as it amounted redoing.

Apart from this preparation of keeping the corrected plans ready for the second 
tele-conference, two write ups about the documentation and dissemination of the lab area 
activities and Action Researches were also prepared for presentation.

Using both the above, the second teleconference was mounted. The time schedule 
of the second teleconference is enclosed herewith.

Training Programme Schedule of the second teleconference

Day Content Time Activities
19l"

January,
2005

Documentation
and
Dissemination of 
Lab area 
activities

10 am to 1 pm 10 am to 11.20 am RPs presentation

11.40 am to 1pm Discussion, 
Question-Answer session

19"’
January,

2005

Documentation
and
Dissemination of 
Action
Researches

2 pm to 5 pm 2 pm to 3. 20 pm RPs presentation

3 pm to 5 pm, Discussion, Question- 
Answer session

20th
January,

2005

Discussion of 
Plans related to 
Teacher Issues

10 noon to 11.20
am Discussion and Question-Answer 

session

20
January,
20054

Discussion of 
Plans related to 
School Issues

11.40 to 1 pm Discussion and Question-Answer 
session
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20
January,
20054

Discussion of 
Plans related to 
all other issues

2 pm to 3.20 pm Discussion and Question-Answer 
session

20
January,
20054

Summative 
Feedback on all 
the three days of 
teleconference 
on Lab area 
issues

3.40 pm to 5 pm Feedback from all the DIETs one by 
one
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Ill Transaction
I First Teleconference: In the first tele-conference, the basic issues of 
lab area and action Research were transacted. Apart from this, a few thematic sessions 
covering teacher and quality schooling issues, Non formal Education Issues, and school- 
community linkages issues were also transacted. Three different thematic issues 
presented and discussed in Kannada are as follows.

Kannada Write up on Teacher and School Issues in relation 
to Lab area
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Kannada Write up on NFE related Issues in relation to Lab area
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era etf cus. itf s’ do / 22 eo^ 
0Jj3?23cUS
S’2?eb(Ftf.&.C9.)

eo23c)d
FUSabbft^y

* iacb

9 OO^ebO ebd£> rod^9 cbobofci6
CPI) go cUch rtf s' do / 
S’OstfbSjLiC^
Ftf adobos' do

S’OgoJ3,WC5^/

ssrbcb
FUSebbftsO

* 1 aOSd

10 &3dQ>r!v' ^obusb/
C3ssoe3es,dra ebbdb, Ftfdzocjs23o

cboboko6
ero go (Us, rtf s’do »

dopcras^/ 
c?Ftfjscnsao^ 
obbog/ssftcb 
FUSebbftv_7

* leUSd

Sbofcs6 Pddrtv' sbbwsebos'sb^cb esn’.obbctf•3 • 2)
cd<x£/s<vo?eoat> 5>«3': 22c? odd euc^Qs' s’.ed

------------------—-------------------- bcHc^- co v> • *A

nb<9: sraeboboocb aojsdrbo^cb ebbs'.^r? sbobbsrobb jraeos Ftfaeozl, z^cbftFtfoeb ftobobootf-------- 6 ■ a v
fcSofcS6 EBd’ftS?' ebOwSebb^sO^ebcbb^ C9O\0b0Ftfbeb)Cbb.

S'.FtfO.^y ssobbF 2b£boebWs> zd’cssrboeb FtfOGoctfje^oftv’o C9eb^> eoOS
aboSctfeb FUSeboft^y abcs

1 SbolOebJScb
^ess.eSs' fcfokb30
sisd’fts/tbb^
eoSdOZbitf OO y *
Ftf£k)CS\•A
s^dostfo e^cbb.

cbobbfcs6
eroebcuSjjFtfs’db/
Zb.WCJ6.^)
ftvb

s'0 eljek &3 / (tf^ e eb cb b 
FUSebbftx>

* 1 a3Sd
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2 ^eoedriv'cdo,<=i
eUc) do 2^20303 CTO Cj

edcdedrdv'cdo,«*
idb^Ffdoe^cdb.

cdodbfo6
erasdera^id^db/
23.2506.^
rttfo/^c^.^.L
rfvb

&dra2o$
crasoedrtv'o/
cdadoracdrtv'o

♦ 1 ©rad

3 d’eoedrtv'cdo,K_> <*
sradoe^Fjeoo
escd^etfOidbegcdb

c^odofcs6
cro ©d era, cd 5* do /
23. wd.’j
rtvb

5* o edra, £3 06 / cd^ e ed cd 0 
Fra ©do ft

* 3&<d

4 FjedbOCraodo/edjcJediS’d

ebedF&c^erar^ 
edOJS F>0 ed) C$J.

cdodo^
CTO ed pTOj Fj & do / 
23.e506.&
r>vb

ed 2radraodoFs>
Fra &od,/23^ 
ed2> fdv’ov7

♦ 2a<d

5 Ffodbo F?eed5*d•3
2500^ / Stf^d
(SoJraewctf eraodoF

cdodb&6
era ©d rax, cd s* do /
23 erao
odraewra
i5’2deQ(?d.S.e5.)

& o edjch £3 06 / fdj e ed cd Q 
Fra ©db Piv_y

♦ 1 ©rad

6 Ffodbo ide&ds’Or?/*3
S^Or? e$r?^
;dd2de&/
Fraedof3r><vi edradid* o

cdodofe^
era edrax cd51do/
23.25 0s.Sj
r>«do

edOOCdCQs_?
Fra edb ft/depose
rraedo6v7 •

* 1 ©rad

7 d’eocdrdv' sraodbF
cOgdradre
srado23Fbedjedo

cdodo&6
era ed rax id 5*do /
23 eraCO
odraf28cra
?y2deO(?d.3.e5.)

2da^T5,/&edraesj5>d 
re *s)^d edrads’ 
FjPeozp’.rte’o

* laid

8 ©db^v1 s^sra
edrd$
ed3^ eo^&dra ed cd

cdodbfc^
era ed rax cd s’ do /
23.2506.^
rtv’o

edd^eo.sdraedcd
Fraedcd Fraedbft /
iS* 0 edJSj 06 / cdj e ed cd 0 
raedoftv7

* 1 ©rad

9 Fraedocpc^FcraOid/ 
2dfc3oedfc3d’ tsqraOd
edrd$ 2rafcs^F

9

cdodo£o6
era ed craved do /
23.e506.rJ
rtvb

d o edoSj £3 06 / rdj e ed cd 0 
raedoft

* 1 ©rad
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10 edboso zracfrt^r?
adOS^V1 etffedFa?:

Sc)OdOF
cdo^d edoSjV'cdo,
CSOdOc) edoS^V
adOJSO MCWd
edOed: rtf ?OrtfOad)CtfO.

cdodo&J6 
eroad Frays’do/ 
ZO.WC^.nJ
rdvd

C3c)83C?
StfOftf^S'/FCtlatfoQ/ 
cdedOJjittf o)®cL£>

* laOSd

11 QScdOrtfdctf (

Follow-Up)

cd odd to6
ero edojo, ids’do/
O.wc^.pj

rdv'o

cdedOJSttf o) 21$, £d * £do;dd
(s>eoctfr>«i7’o
goo) d 0 2d eOS
cosft£>ocd
edooftodooed
eddr?)

12 crasoe^es’dcQ-adda cdodo^o6 
tfOedcUc^rtf S’do

cos so o’
edOrtf S'/rtf.fedcdO -o ' eJ
HJS edoh

* 1 aOSd

Kannada Write up on School-Community Linkage Issues in 
relation to Lab area

sree? c±>2b eJqjfc3
‘^gtncracdbd a>c3Jcdde9

e3adoc3o±) sSa?a?

£edd& dj$d&djcjdd Kdcctoertd &>dcccbd£o eJ TJ dr

n. de epq^odbcrfsicd^ cdcrasd qstoIes ^jrtss^adbcb?

> odcrad ‘Qsoges’d^ ^ocbrcraf&odo ^edde9 e0&dde9Cbd—o cj o n _o n
esde&d oesodo^ ^odbFSdF&sbaoe&ae

^59Qiraedd©cdbe9 e^rad rioori^ E^ddote
ddjocracdbd^ sra&xb^e gduao d&ddee^dc^ m^cdor. coode,
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ddbODacdb dd^ cdbodae^dcdb &^ad ac^ Cades dbaedbdod djc)dO0 
aa^&ad^addd^ ?og&coes5E)Oc3. da^ acedia eoddb dbead a^dao^ &dra 
diadcdado^addecadd gd) ddodrsao cacdbradr&dde dedb. ddbas 
&e©^d g^d ©agaddb cdbod dbcradsa^do d^dta^decadc^ ©asacdor. 
‘cdbod dboadsa^db’ cddad)db? de gs^d ddedbaa^, sadrde&d erodd g^. 
aode, ^c&ded dboded sade eodd dodbdta^dedd. goddbdjaodb ©d^cdod 
doadacdbdbdddd de deadd© aeacbd dba&scdbdb^ ded© dbad^d^r aodb 
dodda. ^o^odb dbsd^add sdoa© aoeaddb^ ddbaa. dodd^eresd 
dbasarso dbadod sgdo^ adoad aoeaddb^ dodcdoao. g© 
djde9acbd)d6od eoddo cacdbrdo^ dia&a ©d^odbd doadod sgdo^dJd 
adood.

3. ©t^odocdd eluded &db?
> ddbocreodod a© ddd<db as^Qado^aodb caodoradrddodb© ©dd 

d&a dosad dboded d©d dodo ddsad aed©o ©dd(aad dead_o £)
d^add ddo^a adoaaede aoaoddb^ s^aodsaeadaaa 
d©eddbd)db.

ddoooacbbd© £>drad ad casbs daaadoo ©ddcaad sad dodb*** m o ?) g? -°
dododddo a^e&ad^a dde^d© god gcbd)do, ddd^d ddbd eoddb 
dbadd-doaodddb god gdbd)db, ddd^d© cdbod sad^s ©d^oa dodjaeddbr 
god gd)d)do, ddboaacdbd© ae9d^ adbdbds3dbd)db, ddbdr aaododdd 
&ad^ - dooo^add) ac^aad^addb ddodraa© cacdoradr&dd gcbd)d^j 
cadradeaaoadodo. ©aoo da^dedd d^seS^ adadbd doaSb^oJodo^ 
ddooaacdbd ao ddd^d dbooaea, dbodddr dboded ©ddo^ adeaa 
dboaddd ^dra^decad cacdocsado Ccdoacdraesdol^odd^ ddooaacdode 
dcdbaodbd)dd djua©d as^aad^ad ddadrddrd aedbdo^add, 
as^aad^acdb caodocdddcdbdbj ddboaacdbde adddbdosadd erad dodo 
ddooaaodo dd©aa^ d©rdbd)dod a^sad^adeb ddodraaa
cacdoradr&dodd aos dosd, ©cjac®6 ^d©d de dbocdb dooao.

St. s&adr&dd Q
> ^dradedd© ddbaadr adoadd ©ddecadd ddooaaodbd addd;e< <X ' co

©adcdbdb^s&ddecadd ©dd^ddcdbdo^ aed) dbd^edd dja&d^.
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> ©oe3-ddoocrecdo ddsraod ddrdoeood sra^d ©od ©dodd cOOgd do29do -°

> god c&dGssdctb ©dosogdd^ cddoaod&dbcrad ©ddddd de^ ©od) 
fldbod©.

> ©odcd-E^d dbdoddddo^ dddd dboad^^.

> ©odd ddoocBcdbood ddra ©ddesod daracdo ado cooando sdod 
ftaodEOd© Mdei

> dd^ c^dsod ddFE^dodoradd ©GSodb© 
^Gd&doaod dradbddd dd d©d &do©d©.

gJ □ cJ

ddooooccbd ©odt7

> ero^G&d do© ^soddcdo© d©©6^ dod) 29©cd&dd asocds 
£>drao©soodd oodd d^ dodod &do©d©.

> doood djssS&cbd socdbrddd^ ©oososcdo© ftdr&doo
gCdboolOGSd dodjOOddjO^.



sred-ddooTOcdo dds^<°)d

■ d©agdod O±)d^ ©ddesadd ^3C&a© gdcdOJc) 2S©a©a©cdbod©a© 
d^rddeeadodb ©^dd^d. go^addesadd gjsc&a© 
dbd&d©aodde dedb. ©ode, &od gd ‘©oddo ddra ©ebb dodod dbad’ 
©oso dododobbdoj ‘©©odba ©oddb draacbo ddra’ dodod dSEsa&dbsd.

■ dodd^doas6, ©oodba dradodde^ad ‘©oddo £>dra’ ©oadded) 
©osrdd^ ©drodbsdbddd) ©d^^adrad ddc, dd^ ©oe'd&sctbdb^ 
dddbesd ©oddbdba^&dsaoadbd ©osadtsafo dd© d)d) ‘©©adtJ E3 -° _£> Q
©oaodod’ djae©d©dbciad eoooase© ddrdde ©©a «§dra ddebodesadcd © «4
‘©odba’ ©o. ‘©adoad^’od ©od £dra ©edded) ©osoodo ddod doad 
3£5©d ©odo do29Cbd gddb ‘sedbaradbdddb dodo ©edodddb’ ©ad_O
©dc&dbsoad. gdd d^dddb: ©a^eddd dododddeod dd(ddo dodo-£> Q tr fn y-> -°
£jdod d©adedd© ©ao±)F©adod©d c&aeeodddb, ddb^ a^eddd do©o©&d 
©3 ddooso sedbacd d?dbadjd ©adbd^c ddbod ©o© ©ode god ‘ddb^ 
©md ©do dedosooddo^ ©ede ©dr©& ©ede dm’ ©db^d ddoooacdb, 
ddodedood dsard dba&&d ©ded sacbocddoddb dbarardbadjd dradde 
d)&db©edb©d.
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■ gdd da^dedd^ ‘dosSd esd^ra drae&d aadra ©ard-dbaeo’ ddrd 
dadcracdbd^d eadd a^daod £>dra aedex> dacrad§dbd)d> dsaeo 
daccbde aara aradae docdbd^. doa^cdo eocradd asadra daad 
dodd^od draddosoocraa dsardd c&aeadddb esdedd do aedsex 
ddoraadaraa aadacddrad aradra add-atracbd^ ©arddcd na& aco 
dedaraa 89Gdbsd)d ddd dadeddo ‘eodd £>da ^ard daaod drad’

_O <-> _jD OC CO __£> CXJ

cddb^do^adbsd.

■ de &>d$cxbe9 ddbocracdo aacddaw eodd <§dra ddccbod dbraadrad
cx.ro _o Cfl

ddd dddc&aed airaadraddeesad, eodd &dra aedex> doocradbdtx a. S ’ -o c«
doddd dd-sraa^des goira^Goaraddcsad e9aaracbbed gd.

eodd^arad ggdbdd, sad dd^ dbdoddd) gejde gc^dsa araairasd/oas&ecdb
dradrdd &ead dadoaacdbdd ddoaad eDdcddecdode?

• a^adaddarad dsdradedded gede&d dadoaacxbd daag ddd) draddd 
eed> dd^ dera^rasgacbd sacxba^dddd^ ^radc adr&daod) aodb 
^odoodeara dod^ddd ded^des de a3dd ©draodogdraodo ddacbd 
gcdbd^ddb (eoaa: dsacdbd^, ©sa^ djge^, sderad, dderad c&aesdddb) 
dd? esdd^d add gd ^ddddradd sdad dsaroG gcxbd^ddo aasedj 
da&d.

• ades ddoaacdod ddrad ad eads draeadedrae eodo aaddsa datrara 
ddj erae^aaaoew gatraa aradedaraa dd gcbd)db, eodrdes erad 
adbddd doa^ aadedaraa dao^ gcbddb, doesa do^aod aradedaraa 
eoddaraacbddb dq^.

• erad-ddooaacxb ddaraa^d sraoa dadadddb dbdj de9dcdb dbradad 
dcodG eood asad ^dradddebb dbGd daadd daraad aecbdd 

aoaodi ddadadb, dodraeddeb, d^ddod^dddb add asaaa^d 
saedbrddes esdddacbddd eo^dd.

co

• dadocracdbd (adedd draeddod) ddraedaraa ddra aedex) eradd 
araq^aradbdd.

de dGe9d aba&scxb ac^ adeeba^ e9odd airaadd ddaaa^ Weddecdb’ 
aoaodb ad^ ©^dbddja ©ribdd.
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erad-dEdoaaod ddaraod ddedosood eradd adaadaad esadddb-------------------------------- s----------- —-------------------------------------------
• aad E&aedddb dad^ daddad^ erae3d dsd&E&dod gede&Ed)d)da

• d^tdaaaacracdadodEd^ dddaad)do

• esdrd^ erad adaE^dad^ dddeaE^da

• eraeaa daadaddesd ddd) aeda© E^ododedddcd^ ad©E&d)da

• Euadaaad add: esod E^adaddd E^oao©&d ddo^ddd^ dododen ddd) 
SGdbd)db

• dodd acrapra^dd adaddaad dodddd^ addades ad©Eu©o adaedd©d 
adadedded Edradb^cd

• eraekdbes d^ adraasdad d^o^ddd^ a,de)deo adds esdd^ 
Ed&3cdbe9©&eda^©o ©dd^arad dodd^odddb^ d^ecdbara© desoodei) 
dod3^add)d3

• aaa^ adraad^od ©dd^arad dddaraod ddcden ^od^adE^do

• asaEsad.d ^odeddodd esdwdd adeeuEdara©
<5 G -°

• aedesacdscdd ddrad dbraada addb eradcdodd daSdeo esddcarad dodd-O c< □ _o _o 8J ?)
d^djE^)db

- gd) sra^-dddcraod daferae^d da^ eada^ddb.

odaeadodb ©dbEsadd© adocradaadcrad esdddddb------------------------- 0— ra---------------- ------------ ------------

dodaeoaaod deddesdbd dddcraodd addb $ddd ddradd adO t< <-> n _D t<3 £j Q

smcdd &ed) drad cdaeadod ©ade^add© adboadadbcrad 
esddddddo^ eora&deo arad^. de es©acd aed) sadac&aead doda©&de esdd 
©do odd&odracdd arad^d dad. eearaeoa© dddbdbaoad a^sddo ©aaraoda 
©adrad^ocra© a^odoadbE^db, d^d©rd ©adradmcra© adad ©acdadad 
ddodradde^adbddb ada^de godaeoaood de^des adbcradaadcrad 
©adsd. dd £>ddcd drad sa^dra^aadcrad ©aodrd adadd aocd adeems 
gdbdd. goddbdraodb odaeeedodad^ da^dbaodd decrade^e ©ad saodad 
adadosood dd©ad§dbd &ddtd gd^ a&ad a&addesaaedb aad^d dad 
adradbd arad^d gd. ©do$d dodd^© &ddd ©acdadjad e^© dedd araqijd 
gd. ©adE^dcdaod a??d ©cdd ©added de a&adadad^ de^add arad^d ded.
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aode, de eeodddo^ 5>^d©d E±)dd©d Edteddesad ©ds^dd gd. c&Ejeeedd 
do£>o©&d eoded sscdbFddd^ ddtae^ E±radrddrd aedoE^dd ddBod 
3eE±raradod dado ^cdxddd^dod esEJsajgocdbd^ E^d^dEuo© 
doddodeoE)© dEdoocracdod doorosodbE^de dd^ eeEJoejg© aoandd^ d^da&. 
godd olraeeed ocbdc^ ©dd dd^ dtaedtWE^ddd^ ddjocracbod dbood 
a,&d®^de5od dad) eoddo^ aE3E>©&djc)^©Q E^dbadd gcdad^ E±radde©E)d 
da^ded en)ouodbd)db ©aEaacdar. aode, ©E^daadd saoad 
©asdadwddda^ d^ dcradod)dd ©d^a doddaecda ddo^ddd^ 
en)de&dbd)dd dbraod de sacdar^dadda^ ©E^daadd &dddb adtae©dad 
Euad^d gd. de d^dedddd^ a^Jaoeada© d^do ^dooddedb.

©odc^-d^d do&od ddfcua dbdoddda

gdddraoad E^daddpod sacdaEadr&deo, dddsddeo dddoeood 
sacdaradr&d©) de dadoddda ddEuadbdd. doddd, a©gd ddrd, addo 
do^scdbd^ cddbodbd)db, EuaEdaaesd ddrd daao^d^dd© aE±>d das^ 
d©ea3cdaadcta) gddeda. de olraesedcdod^ ©E&E^addwdad esEaaeaa© 
a&adad a© e^acdbrddrodba gddedb. e^s^e^ dodb^dd^ a,d$ad©a, 
a,dg© 5E)o±)radF&dbE33d eradadadaoad ‘©do’ dE^rdddd^ a©aosad©a 
gd) ©dd^. de dbodb a,oda dddes ^acdardda dodesddesad ©ddcdd 
gdcfoe aoaadEda^ d©£>e©&.

Jc^ E^adaod ddrd^dodErredd oeacda© gred dEdaocaacdod aedadacaad
daaj dsadaddda

©a$ccb 2)©ddrd Edaaadd dda^ ddaanacdad a©E^ja d©rdbdd aoa 
©©e^) E±d) dbQE)ddd gccb^db§dbd Euacdad^ E^aE±addEaadcb aoa doad 
dedacaacdad dddcd© Ebaoadd daad ddaacaacda ©a^adood ©adcda aesdd2) co O fO
gaododd. &ecaadde©adc> gcLd g^aasc&add ©e^j Esad^E^jae ©e^j 
©addaEaad ^dra ae&dd coaoda. dd^ E^d-aod ddFE^ddy, ddcaaddd 
dEdataacdad doaaaddaa deaododdd© erad saEaaoc&e Eoadgs^E^dd dda©d 
dEdacaaodd a^3d ddodbd eoddodod^ ^d&rddedb (©acaa: Euaadacaaoaad 
da/sa^, ©draed^ dEsadraa &29d, dE±acaacdad ddrd^d adeE^
d^ddd &29d E±oo®c)dE^dd dod£3dd deEaa ddE^ aedoE^do). ddaaesdeEaa 
daEdae^ad, dodedEua<§e© ©d©d- gddde gdd de©ad eaodEaa^.
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erotge&d rib© Ecaricflobbqg dbrib a^c^&rid asaria &>dtere$g3©rid
&rad ©rib?

e©^e£d rib© e^ddri do©o©&d dbood drasS&dbd ^cbbrriddb^ 
©ag© &^oacfoe adr&d©o a^a©. ^aoa dgcdbas© esq^cdbdd©
©arid&ddesadc^) maracdbr. a^o^d dboa^cb arorira ^dra^©s3©ridb 

doa© aedde^ddjg g)aascbbF. &©©*& &ao© adb dbaddedb 
dbdo priori cdcracb cted ©escdb ^d^sad^d ririd) aeddedb ©oaaddb^
doddraeraSdas© aede 3edjse70&.

dodbaodSeie&d dcdbra©-----------------------------
d^dr&ddcbo dbsdcbb dod grib. oirad s^cbbr cdcrad g)d©cbbe9 obcrari 

ssETOSDgocbb© adridedb, ^scd^odo ^cbbr ridjdrdara© ariode g©de 
©oaoddb^ deri craa©ddedb dad: oiraori cteasri deri dd© E±raddedj 
©o© dba&sridri^dribdod goirac&dead dcdbc>©&. otrad)de s^cdbr 
cbbc>d)de ©ddrad aririd grid ^ri^dessd dodos' doirarcdb gdodd^ 
®&c>e29&.

%?. obbaeadodb ©dbasdo
£03 n £>dra derid gdboa gsodbrddrddb^ ^2gde©dod)db

> doao©&d ded doodsaeaddb, ares6 <§>dara©s3©rido, 
erodaderddrib (ssd^d)- gdd^oari ddbadsaedoJe) dd dd&.
gjc&aerid esdri^dd dodo erodcdooddcdb md ©dri© ddc)©ribd)dd 
dojo©d doddaecdo ©d^^d^d ©da: emdaddod ddcbbod)do dod: 
©dd doa© ddok>d)db grid enjdedaood©.tJ o

> dodtaecraoodb dedd©cbd s^sdaod sredrid, ^©c^&rid dodo 
©©c^&riri dooa^dri dd dod&9&. ©dctaoari ado, 
©obbracd^eadcdo as)dd aoddriridb^ dbod dbd&aod dara.
©deb gobboolraeadcbodo^ 5ocbbrridribc)?5dbd)riri© dgcbb sod 
adr&dbdod ©a^e©&. drad© doddrd©oboG deadrid dacbbdb^ 
ddoocracbori dboo©doddd ad©o© eredcbb d^a ascdodo^ ©d©& 
ddbocracdode ©odcdb gJriari ^radedb dboddedb ©oaooddb^ ade©& 
^oWd^aadribdod gede&dbddd dod^d ©©d) 
do^©a.©aaracboFaradd ^otraolraeadcbodo^ d©c$©&. ^scdraa)©cira
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©dd) adr&dde^d oa^d d^ e9©d) ©ad aoroodd^ arad© 
d&&d5d^. ^sokiajcte) ^d) dbood draes&dbd ©acbbrd^ d^6 add^ 
oiraaad ded daaddedb aoroodd^ draasdbd d^ccbdd scbbac&aerod 
dra&d©. ddb^ do^dd ^ajoacdod^ asgdd dddodbaodj ©deb de 
ctarodd dod^rar ddsad aedbdo^ dbdd^dbd roaarog© ©d©de 
d&&.

atfod j. greere dbrod© <0c5cQad36& ddd^ddb^ ©89g$e©dbd)db
©&^d©dbd aa^aadb6^ dda^od c&aerododb eroded, ©dd^dd dbdj 
erodedbodd dbdraeddaadbdod adodefoedbd ©dd dd ©c&aeroa. dd^ 
©§^d, ^s^d dd erooaadbdaro dbdj ddb^ ©aedbaddd dd^rod 
ddboaacdbd dbaa^d ©rodbdd aoro ©©d) £)dd© dbiaadd dbra© eroded 
aroddedb doddaeedbd ddbdd.2J-°

a: greere dbrod© ddboaaobbd dborooddd^ ©egde©dod)db
> ©oddaaQ, &ed§dod, odoodd/obbod© dbodro, q§db doroaobb©, 

©dtaed^ goad, dobbodeaa do^ dbooaad aadnaaosod 
dodaddsb daaad^/dcraasaod^ ddobbdo^ ©dad ©dbdbwaad 
ad/dedobb© dod&&. dbsaefoeded a^ddd ddd) aedefoedod 
ddcocraobbd arod dd dod&dbdod ©dd dodd^©a. de ©aobbrd 
dedjd aa^aadb^ d&&dse)^)d)db ©db^ddb.

> dd ddobbod dbodx dcraadta^de^d dsadr&ddodb rod, ddobb© 
©d^droaod aa©addro d^dbd doddsj rod, ddobb© 
drorddesad ©odd^ rod, drordroo rodaddesad ©qjaddba&sobb 
rod, ©edaard djdto^roo ©dbdaddeesad roqradd^ rod de dd 
cdbod ©edbard d^dbs^dedb.

> ddboaaobbd aradrsd dd obbd&obbadroo cdbado roddb^ cdbaaad 
dbaddedb aorooddb* ©dde adrade9.

ddooaacbbd a© ddd^ddb^ roodd deodroo, ©dd ©dtaedaa aaadd doed 
gjroad roedroo, ©dd© erodadrodbaad roaa^a^cdbd^d^ aroaosodero, 
ddboaacbbaod dbdodd dro&a dod&dero de rood ddesadd ©dded^ gd.o n ?J
aode, de d$cdb© a© dborooddb roadd&dbdo^ aa^aadb^ dda^db 
d^cdbfidaaa dees daaa dbdd^ddedb (©aaacbbr doddrdd© roro £>dddb 
©ddbadd dddoddedb). dooroodd ddbad ©a^ros^cbbdddb^ aroaosoa 
dbooad saebbr dbodb roasd ©edcrerd d^dta^dedb.
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tiod v. dbdodd ddrefca dorjdd
gsodtaodb sredd do©o©&dod

> ddbOCZreodbd doddd

> ddbocraodbd ©©rd, E^dcreasd, dbeb djddd <^3d©
> edh&odtad d5©^ dbd? ^jd^d S53ddodb c5j83 89dra

©d©dbd e±ra&>3 dod&ddedb.
de dbd&sdddb^ &oad dodd ddcbo© ©add&&ddd d^& cbood 

dgddb dod&ddedi dod&ddesod e±o&>3 ©do, ded cra©©ddedj dbdj 
dod&>&d dcra&scbbdoj ded ade&d dedb ©o©odd &ddd dBdrddrd 
©ddc de db©db deoodde £>dra -good ©d^ra g&dobbdffod dod^dddb 
&dd®&cbd dbo&3 do^dsra dbddodddb^ arodebbe ©d^ra ccbod 
dBooSFejjddraoQd e©do&aG©dbd)db ©oddb. drad©dobo ©odd 
do©o©&dod dbEuod^d dbs© dra&d dtaddd ^db. ddbooocbbd ddd^d 
ddbad ©odc^-ds do©oddd detadd d©dcbb djsdde gdd 89d&9d 
d©&®ddb ewdadb^dod dbod^dod d&d©o de dbo&s ddd) &edbdd.

* ddbocreodb dd ddochod ©cuaod, des3 dboo^dd)dd &>d
©osdb agrerd djdradoad.

ddbocracbbd ddod© d25rd©o ©ddpod dra&s dod&^d ©e?d,
ddooocbbd dbo&oddb dd de© sedboraddedb. ddrracbbd <o© ddd^ddo^
ddd ©dde ©aag£)& ddebb© dgcbbaao© ©odd&dbdod dradbd £©c>©g©cbbjc)
©ddds ©od©. o

(,-. ddboGreodbd dsadododb dd
dbod ddrcdb dbwd ©d^ dbo&scbbdo^ ©d©& eradebo dbodb 

dbsdddddb^ ddbooocbode d& dbo© ©d)dddq^ ©e©d©o ®od) 
dbadaoadcradcb £>do ©osoodd^ aedooradoddo ddebb dooa^ ©odedaoood©. 
©d) ^©dG *add eradebo ddad gd^ dood©adcradd) codo cooaooddb^ 
3edb3E£)dbd)db ddebb dooa^ emdedaraod©.
dbod©adcradddo\ a±rad©o Acbbsc&deaad doiraod©. dcbbocbbsGaodcbbdb) 
S3cdordddmd©o cOc^acod/^d ddd) &ed©o gebbodao^ebbd^ ©o^ 
dbod©. ddoocracbod ^d^ dd© d©dbd a© ©oodddd^ ©deed©.

ae. cdraeoodcdb© ©d& dooddod dsoeadbododdo
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©do$d erasgdd dad) ©dbd ©^raddb ^dd&draoraade?^ odd 
dddbde&^ra gd d^dradjd ss^sjg© Eradcdbc^ (d&d&oad ddradraedd, 
ddocracdb d^cdoe^ dcraddf, sacdbE^d ccbd^cddsd ddocracdbdraoad 
ssroda^dcdo doo^dd)-

l. dcra dd&d©: ddraed dradrddrdd draod dd©od ddddd &£>o©
« -O 25

©dd 83E3E)23go ^sraosoddo^ dradddo gaolraodo ddd ct^oacdo 
ddr^. ddraed dradrddrdd draod eiude&d dd^ra©^ ddrd 
©dbdo^ dradodd erad aradra ^©d&dd ascraag©. 
ddddbddd^ ©©raoddd ^dea ©d^dcradd a^araaig©.

II Teleconference: In the second tele-conference, issues related to the 
documentation and dissemination of Lab area activities and action research were 
discussed. These issues are covered earlier under basic issues in the present report.
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IV Outcomes
The outcomes of the two levels of teleconferences could be captured as follows.

(A) Outcomes of the First tele-conference: As a result of the first tele
conference, plans were developed by DIETS. The revised versions of the plans DIET 
would be sent to all the DIETs separately.

(B) Outcomes of the Second tele-conference In the second tele
conference, enough opportunities were provided to sort out all the doubts as more than an 
hour was given to all the sessions. The kinds of questions asked and the nature of 
discussion that took place was quite encouraging. Different questions and answers that 
were discussed related to lab area concept, Action Research, Teacher issues, School 
issues, Issues related to NFE, and School community linkages. It is attempted to capture 
different questions that were asked and the answers are also written as follows.

CONCERN - SPECIFIC TABLES
tf.do. I. doJuserrecodb ^edd £>rfedtfo' A n

1 dzf: e^odo doJjsenwodo s’eddod gdjSjOdo doJuaerreoad
o' o' aX o' °C o' aX o' 0

ei>d53c) «dd d^SQOdddO, ddl ^fdd6 aX

esd.ododira.ft e5C5c)d£>do,5’j3Vde5>?' » o ' el V
ern^ d: dodod6^ ^odd^dd de^odicradd e^odo doJuseneocdb ^e^de5-» ' n o' n
ddcxlxod ddodds’cftood juDdJD^etfdrarfustfHdd eroded ds
ddcd^e’dvshdo^ d. aosrraft z^odo dodjaerrooodbtfe^dod 'gdja.odo

v-/ eA o(
doJoserreoodo ^dJs^etfdradjs’S’Fd^do ^dd erodeddo.

2 dz?,: dodjaensoodo s’edddo, doJd£dr) dod 2>d d
o' o' aX °i CO aX O'
djaedcjssp^d, 'Zjdd KJDdoq^rrtV erod^ee’dcs^h erudodjsehdeodode?
^edoeUDddo^ Sdrad doredodddy tfuavA&tfr? coe^odrlra^detf?

o' ' aX el o V
&)dOcJ.

d: dodjaeraoodo ij’edd ddodds’rttfo dddjs ernded FJeddoo-•o' aX o' o'
dad^Oodcradod d.—0

3 dd,: dodusenDoodb tfed e^d.odod dcredbd doddrde3 -sjdd ‘gcreddv'
*A ‘ t> ‘CO

desjscdo dddbffbaV.eo e^ds^dddodoe?V
en)d d: wrt^.Sdd ddoOod.-• 0 o

4 dd,: dcdjserraooJd dedde5 aradh e^docra^)^, e^dbcrad d&od Sdra
o' °( o' aX o' CO aX

doddv’dq, oJcrod Qe& eiv’ddrotfjsV eododb?
ero^ d: e>ddb, £)ede oJjaeeScj, cdjae^tfjsVdedo.• «i v
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5 dodoserraoodd tf,e^de5odd ddodW^cdodd, £odra tfodosedcdoDoodedes> *0 v_/ n 0 '
sgpd^rizdetf? aded?
eru^ d: go. &<rfjdrfo&®ecJ(tfodxfd z^odo oodradoeradzoo do.-> o s> 1 n

6 dri^: odjOddd, dodosed, tfodosedcd eroeraaddwodosodr? ^et^O^O.

ero^d: dodddra& cra&derrarfeie <0?&dod e^^e’d ados&jdodd e^63 f do3q/>o 
<doSf&.

7 dz?*: dss^oddv’ s’ose^etfdcs arartds sWedrad 5d0;£o £>dd dra So $ ododo.

cno^ d: gdd Soer? &)odo ZuOd?Qe$odo0 adWerarido zradosodo £odzdfde3-° n • n
zradosodo 0e$oddz2 dzoadodo. gdo zd^odWd’dv’do. wdooz3?do^ d.n 4 -°

8 dd,: y.ssde9 eraddoTS* ararios d $eodd os’driv’ d^s o&rWo &oodosJ «< O V-/ * »j -o
zor?n do^ds^dd^

cn)^ d: eusddoe’ oe'ddv’di crade aoocraft ddoddo^ ed. d&eodd tse'drtv’odd-• 0 O _o .j
srad; dd/se^sraft ddoddod zstfdritfo. zded fraqddrftfod, ^rftfrttfod, 
crasozdrt^od ge^rttfdb^ ddoddo^d.

9 dz^: escAso.-ds. do^djsdodddo njdddnjd 3dzde& fraSo^ e^d do. .stde^
ervdddodd^odb Fsood s’oscdodd^ (tf.do.4.) ddd dodrad?? dodo ddd era zded 
era do era so era fid odd sodj ddd sradd oddjdo^dodd ade$dd£)O. ararradd 
ddd eraddddo, odraerart do^o odrad emdddodds’oJbd) zov1 dzoadodo.4 -o co

cn)^ d: ddd odra6 arartos ddd erazdd <£>ddos dooao.eradd. ^odraOrod do^d -• 0 o
zrado dododdrdd) erazdd draddee’o.• n

10 dz?4: dodoserraeoodd<egd od^oddd do^ dodraedddo^ F^e^d&^detfo. z^odo
odjCdodddo^ ^r?osV,de^c>dd eoe^Odos zrade esd^ododo, ddfOdzd’es’ oc^era 
esd^ ddfa^ o>d<^> deraddos gdodoe?
ero^ d: ddo, did tfd aoos$ dodod) fdo^o oode didrttfdo. dosed. eoera—• Go —o —o co —o <*' 4 O
odjcxddd^dra z^ode oddodod:, ddfQdzraddo. zdedzded oera^ododrt^d 
zded zded zde^rado^d. odo od,ododd dFrajdd ddev1 odoozO^dd^d.

11 dzf^: dodoserraoodo tf^d erased ddd eodo^ ^drtv’do^ adosoddzdes'o?

eraahd: ge^e E^drt’dodo aaWodjdo dOoddera odd zd do dW^ ododo,
odoozd fodbaJjd.

12 dd,: dodoserraoodd ??e^d edraM di& ?xodde9 did dod, ^st
dodoserraoodo (gddo^ do^do, dddrtv’osodr? £)dos<&> dzoadodo) ge^
sdoa^ed. ddddv’o odra^dj?
en)^ d: do^ do. dddrtv’odd, £)do. dodoserraooddzfedddd, o)ede addderaft-* -»eJ & s> *0 0
eddQro &radqfr.

13 dzf- dodoserraoodo ^edd d.&.ODood zd^dose$z>eraft esOd^’osv’od ddedd «< e) eJ 1 V
e’tOd-KOd ado&rtv’edd? o o
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eradjd: ds dadritfe^ex <$?d; e^d^d ^eracQadeaa £>da, ddac^rdra?
e$rfra, drad ddeaadado. rtdadde5 de5 -gdra, gdd eaeraeraQdv'o zizS.

14 dd,: doJraerraeaodad esdcjdjaVod jraeadv1 dod, ararira &cra,&Fritfr?
kj x_? *a o v> o e~

doeoo^&dod H0do dodrtv’eda?
erad d: £)do, dra .da^rad.-» £, -O £

15 dd,: £>eedi £)e&dod d, aorad r?ode5 doJraerraeaoda d,edde5 d,r?js<eaadacrad 
ddaddv1 ead.cdad arartra £cdra riodraeddrttfda, dd.ederaft draeO^d eQ.0 0 kJ ‘ °i 0 O
daee3s? (Sddda^ zded ded draertdodrfv’da^ esvd&^raV dfiroeaoda -gdd
erad edde?0
erad d: a^do.->

16 dd,: dodraerraooJo ded-escdodddde? eadodQdeao <0£>Fd, aoodrtv’o ■sjdoJae?<J °i kJ ftJ, ' 0 0 eJ

£>ddca <£)e&.
era^d: <$edj odrae&d aradod aoodrtv’ *s)^.

17 dd,: dodrtdo - erad ddodd^rtVda, aoer? od’raeeSdderartad d?
kJ 4 «i -0
erad d: eracraddrartv'do, dd ddd) draW.ded. drae&.

18 dd,:. eSej’oda tsod?erari+es erarte’, doeooQd esdoddd -ds do&d drad dOoJo?
kJ °t n O' * 0 ‘ ' 0 eA -°
erad d: eSea’odo esodoerar>+ ese5 dcfoJdod ^dodWdd^o agda do.-» 0 o' n

19 dd,: sracdraeftd ded ead.oJbdd SedrdoJdcda, dd, draddd) cOdraddeaaoode?
kJ °t kJ #A kJ ' 0 °i kJ °C n

ero&> d: ?rad,eradda. dd,drad 20 deject.

20 dd,: sracdraefW ded wd.ododd, £)r>&d&£jdj3v’e^es^d wdd aoer?? £)dd
kJ °i kJ «A kJ ‘ 0 0 V '
draSo^ £)e&.
erad^d: ddod^doJo d^eraf ead^oJJd^ <0r>£>d&dod^d.

21 dd,: doJraerraeaodb dedra.h eseda, dra&draod sraera Se'^'d sraddfdd?
kJ kJ *aJ 0 0 «A kJ

erad d: 'sjd) raera Sddd srad £)dar? dosdad ddrad drad.-® f> «A kJ kJ

22 dd,: doJraerraeaoda dedd, eoV’ddod sraea’rtv' Sd^d eraddSododdoJd ear? 
eadOr? dv’adtfd <\)edad ear?d^£)dcdoe?
erad d: wSgo. aoe«$ eadd daoirad <$dar? zde^o ararraft des?.-» a d

23 dd,: doJjserraeaodo ded d&ad&dodae3 addda ddddod ddde$ dada
kJ °C kJ «AkJ O *A -°

eadasradd ear? eadtodad dra&crari £>Qe£d de^ssod ddodaoo ?rad„de? eada 
Fa da, r?,e3eraftdad d ©aoeaadda, d.d.d^rj.

eJ e) -o < «J eJ

erad d: de^saodd Bedes’, draderaddo. ddad&s’oda eaod„de5 ^dad deade 
ea de5®sod. ddadW^oda doddde eadd de5raod roda^da. ararraft <00e<r?
*2)55 ;rad£>ea.O Q O

24 dd,: zras^ aoodde5 doJraerraeaoda ded cOdraorar? odrad Qed raodar
kJ °i D n kJ «A kJ

oa’raeeaoa’odada, dradddee'o? ^dddddad iraeadad ^ada,?
eJ

erad d: -d5rradea?e de3r?jded. eracraaod^dVda, ^rafei.d ed.-• o «l eJ o
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25 dd,: dodjaerraoodb dUodWdoddftb, d,odd3 tfesaft djatdded wdra ftoo&ftC«( “iO-o O
d.ftoav’.zoadode?o V

erud d: ftoo&ft0 doacdoddo erod do. d,oJ03 s'craft doadzoaddodedra wo.
-* co </ -x» e) -» n

26 dd,: doJjaenaoodb d,ed ^oocraft ftozoodnjd tf&o6 nado doz3ao5o^, zjas*,
kJ «l kJ •A*-' n eJ o
WC^e3t) Z3eja^ egdedd? d^d^d^rJ.

erod d: tOdo, d&odWs'ft aojaodododd, z^odo osoJo zoart. 'Sjdo d ft,Canada 
doz3ao0o^, <t9q5e3c) dpd zoos6 eiftdzo’edo ©aodeftex

27 dd,: doJoaeft d,edde9 doJoa ftodjaedftoJofto, adoaddod&^d e^d.odoft 
djftJa<oo Fuatp^e^de?

erod d: F5e>d,£d. ^cdjaftodjaedftoJoja ZuOdd zyaftdoad.

28 dd^: sjaol/aeftd ddodWtfftv’o doddodaaaftdOdjdo ddftoctoaftod £>cpaft <0e&. 

(Primary level, Middle level & Secondary level expansion)
ero^d: <6e^ oJoaezaft doa&dbd dodftv’e -ds d&odWtfrtv’ dodftv'o.cdjadjd?
dfciod&s’fte 'sjoddde dodftv'o <£>odo 'gdodjde^. ddodWs’ft wdortoraeoaft 
caadj dsVzodsroft oJoaez3ftbd dodftv’e -de aoodftv’o.

29 dd,: doJjaenaooJo dedde9 Sears’ e£>&oJoe3 ood.oJoft dodo ftodoaedft
kJ ®i kJ ki. kJ o O'C -» 1
dede?
erod d: ejdd.d&d e9 zov%.-* 0 o

30 dd,: &.£., de&odoae ftedrtv’e!) doaM aoozJdjav’soo esftbcoaft ddcdood 0e£
kJ 4 O V
de<.

erod d: gdd zoft <$ede dz$o ftoddra,eodo.-• n ta &

31 dd*: dddoJo e^dftv' ftoso^ft 'gdodoe? asanadd <£>dc,?

eroded: dddodo e^dftv1 e$dd ddod&s’cdo 600^ aoodrt^ftb4
z^v'ftoao&dzo'es'o.

32 dd,: doa8o£ ftoftdrea ftrad djao^ftVfto, dOdoQorj.
kJ °i kJ -» 0

eroded: dedded dja2o&ft ded ded &5j3U6ftv’ftqi zov’ftdesaftodjft. w^rtv'fto^ 
£>dOftod)do s’dj.

33 dd,: doJoaenaooJo s’edd ftdodWs’ftV taasoe^es’dra dSoJoodb dzoa£>ftod
kJ kJ *A kJ kJ kJ kJ ‘

wodftv’d) dcaad.d aoaftoa doread-d wodftv’ddftja, coa so e5ftod ej>ftd.£>doJoe? o'© ez 0
eroded: gd.

34 dd.: doJoaenaooJo ded z^o do z3d, zo^ftoae^d ded, esdd ds dedde5 d<0d,
aoaftja ftOd, <£>do, jyad’rtv’ftb, aojaodddes’o? ej eJ J
erod d: aaaftedra fteVoo J5ad,£>eo.-> 1 (j n

35 dd,: doJjaenaeooJo s’eddja. dsnartde o Ood side ddft&oJbddft z?aOcdoe3dod
kJ °C kJ eA kJ 0 n

d .doa^s* dd$od0e3dod oJjaezdd <£>ozo dOdo.dftja dcsaddoae) q co «j

ftozood£)doJoe?
erod d: ^eo._• co
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36 sbd,: sbobjaerraoobb ttsrtjd oboaezad (d ,sbocAd sbtdd)obo oboaezecua dedcbs_> •( •A'-' 's^O q ' vk
s’oOdb ?uasbo,d sbodb sb.sa, dad oboe?0 -» U 0
CA)d d: KiasbO.d -go, addotbd d ,Sbbanjd ebcb & <£>ee3i S0C5a Obbe3aft
zjaOrboatfdzbesaicb z^ocbo zb&OebWd. eboboaenaoobb €$&&& aboadcboaocbdb. 
sbOeS dod eO, wd.aJorf dcbdb& ed. aaanaft gsbdcboa zbed zbedobbebe esftcb.

37 ®bd,: sboboaenaoobo ded rtodo$doabd> ^cbooartoeb £obbad,d web dcbrtv’edb?<> «t n k> &

eroded: wcbdb^ (Oed; £)ebo& wc&zfzSQori docbodoa^zbedo.

38 sbd,: sjobjaenaoobb dedcb saa.a z^ocbo tfjsecsodx® whdzoabocbo de?°t s y •J<v>o-o n
eA)d d: wo.-• co

39 sbd,: -goad dzjar asiobo "Class Room Research" a ad >ddbaeb-°e)
©ad^zoabbcbe?
eA)d d: -go.-> co

40 5b d,: ebe5saod ebodb zbsbr -ds addra decboaoart a^bobb &5b saaftdzbedo doocobK> «i ‘ -» ©
abes?ao. sbdo <Osb soaftdzbede?-° ©
eroded: ab^cbo.

41 sbd,: eboboaenaoobb dedcb wcb,obbd/dbobjaericbd> cbsa odrtv' ades^fa- 

standardisation of tools sbboosacbe^rttfocb zoab^ deboobb zbesarto^ao^d? 
aaartoa expert rW daoaobb ebedobbzoabbcbe?

erod d: wdbd,aebd> expert rlv1 daoaobb ebcboSoO. zoabv deboobb zberartoadcbb. 
daboobo daoda^rt^cu^ebdrodbe^ebb.

42 ebri^: z^ebb^ wobo, eboa&cb eboboaenaoobb d,ed eboooebbebOobboe^cbe web 53a 
ed&ebsbr oboa e ze d d rb do do caeaa ft zoeboaebdoboadzoabbebe?
eA)^d: zoeboadefobjadojazoaboebo.

43 ebd,: 5boboaenaoobb dxedcbe5 daedddo zbodddV ebOe^a^cbr ^boboaedd

(Experiment) -goaabobo w^ssa dbeoa^yaOdV wdbebo& zbedoae? wedaoa 
^oobbr eja^&joboav’d dobob6 doeb/acar ^obbdjdobodb, aboaoadbdjdoboae?
erod d: -gebb debo. ?ua dodsaacb zdkioebWs’obbadzbedo.-» » »3 s-J

44 sbri\: SSA oboaezedd dozooadebod d£b,cbdd ^aabonad, ero^bddearth zotfe’,v-> ®l Co
abca^adb debFabw, -gebidtf doddo Eboboaenaoobb dedebe3 wcbcobbdy-> *A o 1 o
•bbsebzoabbebe?
eroded: eboaebzoabbebb.

45 sbzf,: aboboaenaoobb ded eado.ebicbdod soaobbaeftd d ed doad woeb.«A S_> 0 V-> <0. -® O
sboboaenaoobb dedeb zod ds?d.
k> *A. x> n
CA)d d: oa.zo* £>ocbd sboboaenaoobb £>ocbcdF. sboboaed <£>ocbd edde sbddoofcs6-• V AJ
eoocbtdf. aoanaft eoa.zo^ ©dOoboa ©ooebd eboboaenaoobb d,ed ©ooebo ddaeded.1 o <O. s y o
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46 srfrf.: cboboaenaoobo dedibbb, Sbbdb tfaos esO^doaocbb 25<bb«sa<d
k A kJ «t «A o

r?J35?^203o0C?f?
eroded: zjaeoa Sd^Or? gjcbb 25<bjo0odoqbjcbf'? <0eab? abetf. go,. 25cbJoQorib5^&o,.

47 sbd,: eboboaenaoobb dedcb oboaewbr? <0rbSd 25sbaobbcdb, doaW,db>S ed wcbd
kJ «i kJ *Jk ~ < t!> -o
25^yadcarbs?ocb 25 255bQobb25^ sboofbfb&cbd? (®booocbbebOjb2oabbcbe?)
erod d: sbooocbbebOd2oabbcbb cbooso, tfsboobb wo. fuadodoa &db$?r?
aboaecracbjaeca. bd&3b,o.o n

48 gjd^: 20.wo6. ?j. riwri caaabj oboaewcb b^rLav^oo K?&boobb 25£dsad sbd^bsoaft 

rjriOe^rfe (O.O.D)
erod d: 'gcbb 20.wo6. nJ. rbtfrboa 25sbdcbe dedcb ebkioebWdrbuacb Oocb -sjcbd,_» »A kj o o
0.0.D zb’exFsfto.o

49 abd,: eboboaenaoobb dedcb cbooao sjGbo.d eroofoatb 2or? ^^ro.aboboaenaoobb
kJ «i A kJ «J f) kJ

dedcb ebObo.ob ebOaboDo^cb ®b,3 obbado?
eroded: 'gsbde <£>otbb abevbqbjcbo e^qbj gcbb S^racd^, abv’cbo 2ootb ebcb.

50 «bd,: sboboaenaoobo deeded rbore odrarbvb oo 'gsb. 25cbd, dd.sbosoaft oo debi,
kJ kJ a\ kJ a\ 0 a) kJ«J

sbOdqybrbvb -^eb. 'sjcbdb^ (OaoaGfboo fuacb^abe?
eroded: d^ do^rb^dq, (OaoaOfbbe^cbe <bebo^ erucb ?d.

51 sbd^. Lab area concepts e^oebo, a^oebo 25 cbjObo cd rbv* 25, gebe gcb. 'sjcbccdoa

aboa?bdo. Soefbcoarb Lab area cb £»sbobb 25<\)e3aobbFabe? n o

erod/d: Concept geb aboard? £>o,egp FbQobdaftcb aoocbqbFebo,. Lab area aooebo
ebd.edsoafb rbodo^nj 2525 cuaabi d,df?c>d abobjaerbrbv’cdo. cdcd^boaoarb 25cbdja,ocbo6 n o 4 o
ebj23sr<0d cdebrbfck^ rorbod^cb. web^ftoboe Lab area rbododdoabjebo sbooso^.

52 add,: aboboaenaoobb ded Sdratd rboraad.d obodd.abo, rbo0oboahTjdoaoa cb. webd
kJ °i kJ *A kJ fcX & A, ol
ebobjserraoobb dedeb aoad £>d 25cbFebcdb, rbSo?j 25cbd ab25drbs?,cdb, aaeia ded ‘ «t ‘ °C CO SA
SdrsaqbaaOcbv'oa asaOrboa^dosa^d &oo20ocbdi soadOoboecdo?
eroded: Fsafdb <Oee^> sdoacboo eboacboaeca 20^.

53

54

sbd,: aboboaenaoobbcb d<?dcd25 aboacado abobjaerbrb«i/cdo, £>daaocb25 aboacdoo
kJ °C kJ a\ kJ O kJ °( O
roacb.dobbedb. aberb abda&dja<2bedo?
erod d: <Oabo, oboaerb.dobb abaJ rodjatfabedd abooaod.-» fo © t> V
adz?,: caaabcacbd cdobbk^cd aaa^ r? aJdcborbF ^ebobooa fbeOdbd cb. aSdcborbF 
23eb obb abjav’^aooa. db saooa do aaarboa zdV.dd saooa dorbsbo esoedabededeb ri&n &i n v ro <j kJ

aqacbcbe^doabjcbQocb 2525, aboaebbab abodoaerb 25cbd ep25$aodrbv’cbo^ abebobooo 
juadabb^ daboobo s> zJzjf (dbeboado) ebeeajcbbd^cb. 'S)aboajocbb ^aboobbaabeadabebo^ 
Eoocbe £)<0odoaeftd2oabbcbe?«A kJ O
erod d: Moboaeftdzoabbcbo 25ebd,dd 'sjebd.-° ©a
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55 srfrf,: d^rrodde 3c)di doJjaerraooJb oodjc) tioti&rl'&rt dcred £j?£WOH '-' o - bA o o
'gddes’o &oQdo£)Q. zsdd ©udd&Dtf wqissa sgd Sg^ra crazra^od ©dtfdjsd 
dd.ddo aSjdoBdos&rf wc&>&>, doodv’jsdb doJd^dd <\)dJ3eb^d z^odo0 -° Cd
dal/sert tfdooae^d dodD^dz^ ov'd&c^JS’do ddo &«£roQ.
CTD5> d: dd.ddo di a3tfdJ3d <0&3. <$©&. ©dO tf&)dWriV0 tffdo edd,
ddb £>rf£?1e’ N?£Wdo. ddj. ddtfo.d d,d,£rade3 ddor? ero& d tdradtfodido.-oftj co & «J «j eJ cd -o vy

56 dd^ gjoJjserreoodb ^egdz^ Sampling Techniques rt odired£dcdoe?
w& d: veddrfg go.-*©<*>

57 dri\: eiroSo^ ^ortaddodd o^ddv’o aasrio otfrarts/zS sadi aosrtjs
oh o bA n &
dOddscasg. s’ dsa odd^1 FtfortSo^oo &$cjQ>?Q. 'sjdd djs^r? dzre.dsMv’© -» O O OH
dooaraodd ddaSo^ ;tfortadca dcradodjdo idjss^d^Fdog^dodoe? 'Sjdd zorf 
OZpeUSOdd &S?nJ.

fddss^ dodjserrooodd d^gd, z^odo Sampling technique «d acsrf 
ortog^dodoe? ^dd& ozpsjsodo &$b.
en)^ d: docasg.^ aosrtjs dOdcrarasg. s’ d$a ojW dodaddodd odtf.s’doddo grf.-> G» 6» 0
-sjdjdv1 djs^r? dmd^riv' dooareodd dcra8o$ dodadd daadd^do djss^. 
dd?z3d dss os’dV dodadd draddes^docaad dra^d, doJjserraode^di z^odd-o O OOO bA O
FUD.odoe oddesado.v n

58 dz?,: oddsddO scxzxo Sde9 eusos’d dodcftood Sidra s’ooQ^ajadd. z^odd
oh n n bA

odjOddddd^ ssojstfdd^ dodjserrag^ g^gdora^d dcredoe^dd djsgdedd?
eru^ d: <Odod <\)zjc>oQodoo sic)d,©3c)dd oddasc>dzjc>ddd.

59 dd,: dsri doJjserraoodd s’f^d zod ©ddodddtfdd, oodo, ddB&djsvd.OQd d&OH O bA O n HO Vo
zjB^d £)o rjwd^j d#d ZuOde ©ddodd ^edzdesc) odsra ded ded ©ddoddn n 1
<\)eddee<) &#cj.

erogjd:. ddod^s’d^ddodorasasd odjsez3^, aosdja dadsscJ ddoSoQ <0?d? 
<\)qjc)Fd draddee’o.

60 dd,: dodofc^d^d 'gdddo^ a.©dS5e.'S).oo6.^.d dodjserraoodd s’e^OH O bA O
-gdoaddcaadd wdd wood* aded?
e/vgjd: oddb^ o>dOd &Q>.

61 dd,: dodjserreoodd Industry de5 R&D ^d aaad ^aoddo, R&D
oho bAo n o n
odod) s’od daadoo £)d?d zra d, ddde& decode?co co
eroid d: £>ededb is’ddb zra <Odtfe. ddo, 0 zoaotf dZ gd. zo<0. tfori-• »5p 6 cd _£> ’ oj
eUe)dOZp<<x)d.

62 SjzT: do&raerraooJo d.s’c&s’urad z2dcdoO Sooddtfd ddeddVdo, ocdi
oho bA o o e) «A n n o ho

drops’jsv’des’e’?V
en)^ d: odd.s’d gde5 a^do.B £) O
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63 adz?,: adodoaerraoodo ^xe^cde5 rdddd&iddaosrd ?doozdaaoft ozd.aoortoad fdV esodo,°i «A o ' ~v cp o
adds cd zd ess ft cd. *c)0^3o fdVrdVe5 'sjd&dzoadocdo. cdood&doad<P D tJ
gcdedrdsde^ idado^ritfdzoaddcdo e$ erocra’jed adootdo^cdoadjcdoad??
eru^ d: <\)ado. addtfeo.id fd.ad.saacdeS -ds adz?, socde tfdftadoserdo^ cd.

64 adz?,: adodoserrooodd zd&oadWs’riv'cdd, ^drd>Brd e^dortoraaooft\j «i *A °i
ad£>o, zroav* zoadocd?? wcdaoa sraed, adOjdds’, e^d odOaoardoado^& V 1 »W 0 d
ad£d, tfjstf.zoaddcde?kj V
ero^ d: ^drd^ft^rtcddrtoraaosfto. zd&oadWidodoe zdede eijodftv'do, £)cdf0?dd3 cd.-• O 1 -°

65 adz?,: adodooerreoodo odo3ezrfa?ftVdq, coed ado^o sQexrsdo ado^cde5 ££)cd
zd&oad&tfrtVcdd, ad&aznjsV.zoaddcde? o & v
ero^ d: ad^cdd.•>

66 adz?,: -ds odose&cdodd adds ?de3 fddad aooftds ^rarodo ^tfjsvb.ad ado^ftv’dd,<j <* n o y 4
adOrj
CAJ^d: d^ e’oa^cd ead.

67 adz?,: ad.& add fUDedod.Fdcdb. Ss’ddd adzd cj^ooVoo ad&o. tfoatfo ado'-teJ-o 0 tsV & V
zdSoadS^rdvaa^a^? erucraaddrj.
enod d: ad,& add sraadocifadedd, Se's'dd adzd Wjatfo.ad zd&oad&^rtvd zoadtf 
erozdSo. oddaad odjsad zdSoadSzfri^ocd Sc’d •gdo, ero^ ado & ?\d aoari zoo cdoae 
esado^adp -ds zd&oed&s’ri’sde.

68 adz?,: a.'sja. ed&dcaejarrdtf FdadodoaerdcdoaoSr? adodoaerd e^cd.oddadrdv’cdd,
tf,r5ja<zoaddrfe? o V
crod d: wadd.tf^ gcd^ adoaS.-• 0 co

69 sdd,: adodoaerd tfe^adcdd, ftodoBrjcdo zd&oadStfoddado, tsodoaezS^oatfo,^ ead. 
‘zjcdtfj adozoo^coedo^ yao£o$ wcddfddjdzdes’e?
crod d: <\)esde aoaStfoaocd ^ao£oB <\)eade eaddidQ^zde^o ade? zdoa^rd Zoocdd ads’, 
eacOaoaoddraoaft dado, od’oae’zedftod adzdo dadoodd zd’eyacdd zdeForte5. tfod& is
adooocddadQro. adoooSd zdSoadiW^rtVe^ 'gdda, adz3d erod ado QeBoddn -o
dadoadDod’oaezod sdoacdoadjcdddo, de3 odds era. Bddvd adooso. dd^ado^.

70 adz?,: ,s)&e z3edododo, adodoaerraoodd tfe^aoaft wood, adoaSzfdaV.zoadocod?
ero^ d: 'sjo.-0 ro

71 adz?,: tdodo&s era ad cua.Fd^dd cd odd fo6 ft ftSoeadSddad ft^sdfto, adodoaenaooddK 0 <p «l v>
e’e^adcua.ft esodo, zdoa&adaocsd zoo cd ade9sao£ftVcdd, z^edodo 8oocdds?cd 'sjBcd 

®A °c o 1 On
saooa^oft^ft eaft^oSoftoadjcdo aoa^d ado^ft ftadoozoft?
ero^ d: zd&oadS^ft ^.coaft adodoaenaeoodds’e^ ftodoBftzde^acdacdOocd #e;dcd -» o «A eA
wodo, ftadoozdftaoaftdzde^eo ade. we5 ados?dcdosocdcdd, efcd.odocdtdcdro, ade^soodcd

0 D co °( • 0 •
zoocuoaoddadOeed ano cd edo £ Se'racd rtoraadoiU, fdderadcar? coodzdo zdetfo. escdQocd 
Soocddtfcd, adoooQddad aoozo edadoddrtv’o *ge5 rPra.CO

72 adz?,: adodoaerroeoodd tfe;d ado^o FdoddsecdafriV zor? fdds^ adooSovBoddadd, B^?j?
*A 1 n -° °i
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ca)2> d: tforfoaedd dodoaenaoodo sT^d s^odo
-• ~ o'

73 dri\: soov-oai de ;uae3d £doa odoaf&d cjd ^odoaft Q>.£)K6.'5).wc6.tt. c&oodvJ 4 Q
Wdbdja?dctfoddaftdd3 d. d^O £ soOJ’jSfTOOCXt) tff^d odjaC&rdoJddO, OOdad_J> o' -° O» *A o'
?uae9£>od ^dOssa ddoasPddes'o <£oaooddo, d.d.eaaftO < tJ e3

ca)2> d: ^ooa-ot God wdocjaddja^dzodOdd.-• d
74 dd\: doJjaenaoodb esodd dodja?ddr>s?r? wcdo, doad^oav’od<J < »A o' • o i> *A o'

dodOk^d d£oedde 'gddes’o £>odo ^tfcodb^ e0. doad£)ddja es tfe^d ddec?-° o •Ao'
dodoaedd G5d,dd,dodd es ddedd dwtdd odd dooaotf ddodd^11 OO o'

doadzododo de?co
cro^ d: doad&dddoa dod’jaenaoodo tfe^d ddodd^rt^o juad.ssad dee’o.-® o o' •Ao' *0

75 dd,: dodod^d d^odlraodo £>zjartd £odoa oJjae&3dodde3 lab area do' °i o' * o' r>
ya odor s'dorado, deOcj^oaVde^oaf wdeaa lab area d ^aodora'dodv' eaa&rtf

o' V
Sodda odoaewdododd, d^.etfajaft ^oddaOcj^oav’des’ja??
o' °i o' 0 V
cro^d: oDjZ^ ©dQodda ddodW^cGo aoad?d ddodfeds’odo e^ddo esoriaoafiddedo. 
<sidde5 dod odo ioo dzoododdo ^An1 ?deO ^aoddF^dfSoddetfo.

76 dd,: dodoaeddodo de5saodd erod dosoad wodrt^do, <£>o zraeWG
eaddssad doatfdod zod doaMododd. <0e&. o n °i

ca)2> d: <0do, dodoaeddoOood zood eA)d do wodri^do, sradrivarie^e e>daoa_• 0 • _o oj •

d^ddad cdoa^de eaortd emdJSoud c\)Gde ejddssa^ddjatfddetfo. ©odo^e 
wozWo <\)do& s^de gdo^d. wod? oddadjdo <$do& ^ooe'oadjde^d/s?
esoda dozoo^ es^a^Grt^od eaddssa^dddatf doda’r? <\)e^ edddoa&ff’jaddca’o.

77 dd,: ^oaddoa1 Ga*rad juadr&etfdrad ddGde5 adodi add.ddd odoaezoddV do,
zsaQdoa^dcoad, Ga^do/esdos^d eodaxdrtsM doaodeo eruodartoe^de^de? 
doeoa d?5 z^odddd dd0de3 wddgsad??, z^^a cOo^dd £)do,n o © o -o o &
esadsaaododedo?
eA)^d: -ds do^) ad deeded od’oaezod’dv’o es<Oaoa odor goad God esdjrtVdOj
zsaQrl/atfddeaDftd.

78 dzf,: dodoafnaoodo a’eda’, dozoodddo^ auaddoa1 caeJd^o addoav1 zodocoad
o' °C o' aA o' 0 ~ o' 1 OV
d&od&tfdvas^e^j?
eAjd^d: ddod dad^ad £)edod)do ddad.

79 dtf.: Zuso SoddaGeo Ga\tf ddodd doddaeriGfeo Gtf s’cuaftdbsa d. dodoaGmdod

d.xSddd 'goddddo, -ds Tele conference aded ^zoaoGodzao do?
erod d: asado <C)Gdi deQ G902>addddo, adzdo d,$dddcua,d doadeoo dodd'B.djaGca-“ «< tj e) «< o' 4
20^.

80 dri\: auaddoa' 5c>c?dv’e5 d ,doa^a' dd^odO esv’d&a’odo ddwadod^edd?o' ot o' 1 Ci o' 0 Q
aaozoodd^ eadodooo d.^cs6. S^aad^^^d ^odoaewfoa iyaodOrddb, ^edsoadode?
enj^d: cOedsoadodo.
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II.-Sake) tforfdeKCp’ctf
tf.do. so d, rt vb 

vO 4

1 srfrf,: ddde&obb did b’obbe^ d-efed abtoa.dFriv' dd. ©bdobbdeD do;bb4 -o n v~ o n -o
®adj abeV’od 3obba dodoaeqbdobb aboddV*O e^SD^dabdb Obba5^ddb^ 
e$obod doe dtfua Vo, s^db nbaodocoaobos1 esftd dj&etfO^.
ero^d: saddd ^do^de^ oboadjdb abdo^ d^obood^oe eaddo^ eadbdOrj.

2 dd,: Sobba dodoaedd b\doaVoo eoad&boa' sraeja StftfOr?
sjaoboaed^ssaft esddcbobbe?) ddeoo ^bozoa a'dcoaoboa'saaftdo 3ddb,v> co eJ o «t
abed ddVetfdca doatfdbe^db?

e/adjb: dsnariebe SSA eadobbe^ gd^ dozoo^rjdo^ <\)dor? training 
cbedeoafid.

3 dd,: £obba dodbaeddobb abodriVo ddde^ <bedod doddVod ded
4 s_> ' Q

ded abo^rtVdb, doa^dbsa d. 3db dOoboe?°C _O
cn)^ d: 3obbadodoaddobbe3 abeosaadb Model d^d. <£>d> d® dooso.aoaft-® 1 r) n '-' v
reflective practice eaftdbdcb. wd? -sjdd &dbVo.

4 dd: £obba dosbaeddrtVdb, d.tfrStf ddrd obbad ^ortVe3 
o 4 ‘ 4 0 A o

ab&bo&5baV,de5b? •sjdd^ ©be* dbad ^auad^ ibd&dddeoabode?
ero^ d: obba&aart <bdor? eaddoacoad aacsb^ doae yrt. gdb ©be’dbad_» 1 _o c
^acredd 3dbe^dex

5 dd,: &obba dodbaeddobodb, d,obb£ a'aaaft d,r?jaVo,dod 320 dba deO 
go de rboddO b,,doaV12oaboc5e?n n o V
erod d: Sobba dodbaeddobbo d^ d.$ dd d,4 bd eaddcbobbdb, 
ero^doea'5^bbaV)oo b^nbaVod ddod63b. <bdo^ ^aobbfdVdb^ <be£bj 
320 doae eadeaa rbodddbae doado^dd, -8-obba dodbaedd dabZJ 1 CO -O o 1
dooddeb ?uad., obbaaarteoaddb.n • o

6 dd,: d,crooks' debrido--ds abo^d boO^o 3d,db, dddeb deddeab. 
so 4 e) q eJ 4 eJ
eroded: dobodoad coae^bbat^dbd s^d^bd aboard 3dba^do^ dd.

8 db: &obba dodbaeddobo eroded Sbbdb ^d, d,$ dd^obbdb,
abzb robbaVodido dbadde? 3dba, abaSd erodebribode?la V 4 &, q CO
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d: ^cdoodorfooddobo erodedrWo 2oer? <s)d. (eo) esddoocred 
dOnJ vSodod)^ ddJOd d dd^ Z^CdOO^e^dO eOC^eJS Z^OdO ddod,r? eijQdizid 
dodo dlrsVo^db. (es) de zht&tf erodQedd Kraddodbe^ dd* doq^Fzp’dj 
do adosodbd doqbjddfdriv'do^ zos/dbe^do. ('S)) aodo^ erodoJosedyoO 
dodjddfdobbdo^ dd* d^ze Zjjortdco^ftoJoe doods’osodb
zSdodjdo. d? Oedobboft d^dddb adbsd aojsd dqoodritfdOj aoosd abosd 
ddb^d^tf dodfddv'e^ dOeS^j doosbed dQ^^obo
zodeoodc^r? foood asodo^ doss d. &o?ndP) ^ood abood doo’jseddVo—& _O

ddobbod c?e 'stdjg d. gdOod ddodde^ft d.& dddo dv’obood de_o _o £) _o —3
'gdbsojd.

9 deb- d,crooks’ ddrt&.rtjc), 3oboo sjoe'o.ddoo *s)dod d.so.ddedb?
kJ ®t e) q eJ kj kj «J oo
erod d: dj3oo&£ ddd^bo, -Sobbo euotfo.dr? edesod zscmd. dodddeobo 
yscfrartv1 25C7c)d dbeed deJdod dedddo, d,cooks' deirido, wriodd 
3obbo sjddo.doboe^ ddod, aaortbo eodd deoodwr? ddooeadioodv^z eJ o y
dOoodCbjbeaodObod ZSJSedtdobO eOOS1,.0

10 dzf,: -3-odcra sjos'o.d dzbdoeood dbsdde3 dz^ddes’e (in the
kJ «l kJ kJ *J 0 CO '
form of statement).
erod d: d^do.—D

11 dzf: 2^0 do ddod.d ©odb, ^obbo euotfeo.drtv’db, deJdzoabodo?®t t> eJ v./ tJ q(

erod d: 2u0dJ ddorode3 z^odo dood.-“ P> kJ

12 dzf: Sobbo dodooedd Ss's’dd zboseddobbe^ zodbd ddod.d^rf°C * k\ °( • d v
dd, abodde3 ds?eobbsooh dosdsbd dOs’drtV daosobbdod ddaood°i co (p
s’odos’jsvb dido eddo.eosrt dooboenooobo dedd dsrao sra,d r? abedV 4 xj «A kj 0 -0
esv’d&cjs’jsv’zbes’odb &s?dzbesb?V
erodjd: -dsnortebe SSA eo^oboe^ gcd^ dozoodddod <3dod training 
<\)edejc>ftd. zoGe dd doseddobod) <£>odb ^uodf^s'Sdd’ea. <3do, nod°t 1 n kJ &

training esdd 25 zddodWuri’boj^ 'gbzodzo do do esdsoo oboodjd 
d,«S dd d,3 dd d,& ob?e5 20 sbd 20 do era d dod£>do.

13 drf,: £obbo dosboeddftod doboserrazoobb ?fedd£> doodi dodosedd
kJ °C kJ • kJ fcX kJ (1 ‘
todsos doddrd £>coodd dojazos1 cggesOjSodzoabbdeo^de
erod d: ^>do. ddoboeb doaododd esddoa <0do, eroded e>Qdo

& kJ °i M Si Q
abeVzoabbcrod erod ddodd a^do <£>odb.—0

14 drf,: Soboo euos’eod £>odd “ddod, dodo dOaood”rtVdo. dosed dod 
z^odo abe’S’s’ <£>odo abe^dbdO. wdd gdo s’eoe^ dodzbrdv’e^ dood 

ddj^xOdodjdo do o zoo do ddb. euros’. $odoo euodOjd <ioodd cause & 
effect relationship zod dddd dobbebd^ <0e&.
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ero^ d: erocaaaodcad ^eddo, do^dd ajaodiadd d&db odjartad d-* °C -*
Fsado d. n

15 dd4: suado^d add ese^ds/d^ d^do^dd^ dodj erocjaaodd1 3?Q>
&3dd?sjdd) ds'o.d dtfxlzx) &#dodja<oo ddod daaaoJos'&aadod d.o n kj *J < -jo

ero^ d: &octoadodja?ddodje3 zoQe £ocda gjatfo.d doad dzlddetfo.1 n v> «J
'gdde^ £)drttfeo. dbe£>d erocjaddw djae&CO 1 D

16 dd^: e^pdr dQed dodo^ eao^do dOe^ odcrad esd^oJoe^ £ocda 
dodjaeddodb odoad odcrod ddW,oodv’e5 d,r?jatfdetfo
ero^d: ^drdQed, dad^ddfdd djadoo wo^do dO?d_ ddcp’jddfdodd 
do^d.

17 dd,: 3odcre dodjaedd dodriV Oe$, dod/aert do^o wd.odddd 
aoodrtv’d^ e^odo ddbdjd dodj aadrari^Qa^rt e^ode
e55 5’o)doddddi dOa^dbe^do 43 d, d do^r? dOcdo?
ero2> d: aoo&aadb ^adcariv’dd, zotfd z^odd F^creo&tf ddddo, d^d
aaartja esdcua.dQd ^od? 3ocda euatfod dsdco.°t 1 kJ kJ tJ

18 dd,: d ,dro&tf da'ra ddvB, .so dddv1 ddsde^, ^denrad,
kJ «i kJ O «A Q
sadonaOdv'o, tSdo^dsaaft tfdedd ©d£)d dja&j&rtv’db^ ^dhdodjdo,
dtfeodb ^odordv’o gsa-driv* dod, 4odjs dodjaeddcdodo, Stftfdb
add,ddod,d ^jadhddjav’.oo Fuad,? dodd.ddetfo &3db,d erod dzOdo, ej ej v fc> a) <x -d ej
©aad d dOdvBodd 2od,dodbe3 erod Oddest.-O Q < co -o
erod d: coadi doadod 43 o saodordv’e? doradodd aozJ ddja< oo aaartja 
ddo. ddo dddo doadod Fuadd Sodjadodoaedd. aaanah gdo ddd

& kJ 1 kJ 1 fcj
aojsdodjaddf aooad'sjtfdbd Fuadd.

19 dd,: £ada dodoaeddod dodrisd -ds dod 43Fse.43F3e.43.oJo&od 
ddede^oJbe^ aoetfds^ eodod dodd^dja d.sa^d&d. oda^ddb^
wdbdOd $oda dodoaedd ddjav’.dedo.

kJ 1 © V
erod d: cxdadidde5 ddo vBdd^doJoae esddb,.

20 dd,: 23eoa dStfra dodoJo d<0,dedde3 Soda dodjaedd dddoo,
kJ CO kJ ej, <3 °i n kJ ‘

doo’oaenaocdo d.edd Fcadod.rd sod £>dQd.
kJ <k\ kJ 1 0 n
erod d: ddo, did a’d aooa$ doJbdb, L£>.

21 dd,: dedo dorado^, soadO ddddjav* doaedod 3oJoa dodoaedd cra.ad
kJ °i d V kJ ‘ 0
de^d, eadd.a’d 'sjdcxda?eA kJ 0 0
erod d: wo de?-» o

22 dd,: doo’oaenaooJo dedde3 3oc$oa dodjaeddodJdo, aooadddd&dd
kJ < kJ &X kJ D vJ ‘ °i
wd.oJbd d,djav‘,oo Fuad„£)o de?
erod d: ?rod,. dod/aertriv’o wd.oJdddv’o dodjaeddrt^eo de?

23 dd,: Sodia dodjaedd lab area dod aSd.saaftdoJoe? aoed?
kJ 4 kJ ' A ' 4
eroded: ddo^ ^jd^ddde^ ddo^do^ L>£>.
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24 dzf*: "Action Research" aaartja "Applied Research" r? -gdod 
dXOOZp’ja^ dj^ddVfdb?
ero^d: 3odjadodjaedd Applied Research d s^odo ktf.od enocaaaddw.

25 dzf,: 3odda dodjaeddodde5 OuOde ouado.did cuadi suadd ododo, tfja&.d 
es 3odda dodjaeddododd, FyadF^dsaaft ^dzoadode?
ero^ d: rcadF&tfdra ddo, erodeddo.-> v> & o co

26 dz^: 3odja dozfjaecdd d^-eddodF ^aodoF ^dd^caadd dodjae 
d,233 d^SJdft d-&ddZ?Fr?jaVO,d)dd 3oed?
eroded: faadj i^rfjaodod: yaodoFdv'e^ zoduadwrLrav^do^add? d^- 
£)dOZ?f.

27 dz^: fcs&eySjd dodo, dodjaeddrivd 'gdjrttf d&Fd^ wc^Fdv’edd? aaartja 
oddad doddFde^ 'sjsgjrttfdd^ wtfd&dzaaoddo?
eroded: wSs^dde^ 'gdodd&ddja ddor? dtfae^&dbe^ddb^ e’odd
&>&oddod)dd. doddraeddodoe^ aodaddjaoddd^ 5*0 do 2ododdod;dd. *s)e^
esedsja.dde^ 'gddd ddad ddor? ^doadde^dd^ tfodocd&odoodjdo
wo wdd ddor? r?oa& dod £>dodod^ dod„d$odoe aooad ddododVdo, n -° 1 a co oi
wdoddoedjd? dodoaeddodO ^ddsXo.

28 dz^: odoadjde cdoaf^d e^acardoa^doo ^aodo&odddd^ dododdo^
eroded: ^aodo^ododo^ dede ddo^ d&od&e’r? ^doryedaoaft odoae^cj. 
d.eo. Soodd dooocaadd ^oaodd go.<J «J co

29 dz?4: dodoaed &odda dodjaedddoa -gddd d^sa^dds/dd^ ^s?’j

erod d: dodoaerraoodd 5*edde5 &odja dodjafddodooa Fuad,.

30 dzf- zttfr^e’ ifddd 3odda dozfoaedd wrte.saedd e£>od ddadd,1 o ^y o
dodoaed #e£d wdd.tf^oDododoe?V/ SA V y a

erod d: dodoafnaoodo ed adoad dodoaed, dodoaedr? aaadoa-• &A <y •
esd.oddddtfdb, ^d’j dd.do, addo d,& dddcua.dd dd’odoooa 
do wad, s’d £>dr? adoaedod ddoddd. aaarraft -gdo aoad^ do add6 eJ
ero<do.V 0

31 dzf,: <$edi <\)?&dbd d, adoad dodo£> adodoaenaoodord ^edcdO d\doa< 
zoaddcaacd d&dod.d'v’ eacd,oddd aaadda 3odoa dozfjaecdcddv’dd, add.edsoafta • a <y °i ^y a
dedroded. ddee5d •adde’ja, dec? ded doaddodd^do,00 °!
e^d&coff’jas?’de^oaoocdo gdd erodedde?V Q
erodjd: a^dd.
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(2S).86.cD^, eO.EO.'S), dd.eOFtf’) 69^>Srfa5c)O^ &df0
M

PAas.,AA eriokaenaoocb ^edd
I •dz?4: <3.23.^^. ^eodcd adds'^r? dooedcuo dd^dedo tfcdd words/

tf.&aodd eoS’Od 2os/dde^o3e Wd£Sc) SjdjS’i&Cj edttdo '■y kX Sv_? s_>

ws/atede^jse?
erod d: 'sj.^.aOfs6. tfeoded, ^asa^s* wrd^edzsaOs' Ss'ra d,ed^odOc)hd. ds

-• v-/^ d kX a <p
W.efodde? crad’cOoocd aojsdrdd^cd edds'Vdd, 'S).23.£>k>€. ^eodriv'0 «t o o 4 v> o
crasooo addafWjso&cdoQ, w edds^v* edoadcjs' ^docp^rrd^rd ^ddrddceeooh, 
d&oedWtf wcroOd edd.dedo wrdd,. ds 2octf,e?odde3 z3csd <t$orW s\&&, 
craze, sdd^dedo wqd^ra ^«?eodo wrdd^rdtfrd wdorddraeooft doddfos6
edoordrcddrdcde5> d^oj, wsdotfORteoaddcroftcd. n

2. gd*: 'S).23.&d?56. s’eodd f^oddo Ftfeds’Ord odjoedjde ddeoacd 2oaddddosO
ddde^ <de&o. ®c)hd^ weddd oddd^oddoft 2oaodedrdF djsetdd edoodoo non kJ 1

Kreq^d ?
en)d d: ,s).23.&d?5€. s’eodd d.odbo deeds' Ss’dOrd ddded cdedoo dedr—° kJ kX
Ss’ra w 23 odds d saodor s’ado da wdsadeddd, dsrrerdw’e £oo 'S!.23.^?g€.

s’eodrdv' d odoodeddOrd wrdd, ddded <3edoo doardrdds^
v-/ kJ 0

^dhdcrahd.
3 sdrf,: z?,s'e3s’ edbdjse£>25e>d aoordoa z?,s\e3s’ ddjds/dd, wQoddd 

^^.^^.^o^.rj.eddd s’eMddad doddo deedddd s’e.60 'S).23.£>?56.
•J

s’eodd adds'/Pr? ddsrar d doored s'0s> <Oedoo ryod„de ?
k> o • a

en)d d: <s).23.^^. s’eodrds/o ®a®ae5s’ wd^dzjoOs' Ss're ^dftddd—° o kX
eroded ddooddo, ?srid, doodcjs’ rjdd dddd r?edo2oodd OedoddO 0 8 Q _e •
Ss’re ^dfdddedicreftd. dddodd SdesoQs* zrawoeoaeb r? ds adds', s/cdd, kX a -o e «<
s’ddodd doorer deddared s'e^s’rd ©dodd^dwardddjdd.

4 add,: 03B56.03FU6.03. W&0dde3 d tS).22.<£>Z)6.r{v’& 2-uOdO s’eods’, 15 edos'.s/cdo,sj co o o o 0
drtQzd&h wadroad ^cdhdoso d. wcdd ddo dds*,s?ddd wde-° 2j 0
s’eodrds/e? wosd coadd sdaddoOood s’e^sa coadoh road oar border?

v_> CO kJ
doaodc? wrdod^d dodo^ ds dosin’ erazJd ^o^rted dad 'sjdddjdeo,.

ro erred, edod s’rdv’cdo, adsJ cd dds\<?r? wddeoadeoah 2^cdhdoo 
fua^ade^de? wqdeoo woqd s’eodrdVdd^ adosd cradodoaft doadra^oo
s'edd s\rdres?d dtfe?o V
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eroa^d: Fd&dF Stfp oz^odascd ^odoFgadocda, zraos F^oz^dSo^ WcdedFd^ 
cdcdedrdv’e5 20 £,o^ adzdo zraedoOoocd adjsdrdbtfcd sdbtf.v’o <s)cdz5, zojdtfv> n o 8j a a n
ZJSedfdV’cdb^ S3e)dO2p3j<DO Oad^Sdadcd. 'o).Z3.adFU€. d’eOCdcd^ WZpchcd
edJSCdOed adO edd^.^rdjS add,cd3Fd 5*, FdedOedcd , edOC3S„ad,Cd ZTOadaosd n o o -» -*j ■ o
gss.Q cro^ ezsjs’rdv’cdd, z^cdftFdosrdd^ cd. 2OO5-O6ode FusMocd lO^-.o^© -i> << -» o
adzdo eddxj’Vo zraedoSoocd ^jsdrdo^&cd O, oo^ad zraos F^ozd, d3o;£ 
&<d&dFd$ adcdedrdv'ed) adjsFd jreedrd^cdo, sjsdozpfdoo 2005-06<den °( v> r
sra&Ftf ^odds odjsez3cdoddz5 tfedb ^,rdj3<Oc)rdb& d.o »-? 0 V -»

5 add,: ocd^edzjsOs' Bsp d’eocdcd edbtf/Prd edjse^.adcjsodotf odjsezecdrd’y'cdd,°i ®A o' C x> rJ oi
z^edhFdoo Fused,&Se ?■ © «~> ej
eru^ d: ocd^zjsQs' Sdre rfeorirWo 6 Oocd 14 ©dodjseadjscdcd edbtfjPrd 
gjs cd ados’ Stfra z^cdftFUb^ cd <£> edos^ ados ess,adcusodds* odosewcdrdv'cdb,
ZuCdftFdzoadbcdb.

6 adrf4: edooocdd&dds’ §»^p ^eogrdtfo ocd^edzjsOs' S^pcd z^srdede ?
CA3^d: 3^>Cdd. fcJCdd FdedF S^C9 OZpOdOScd SSOddFgadO 533^ 6-14 
edodoseedoscdcd ©dds^v1 eusqdados’ S^p&osftcd.

7 add,: ocd^zjsOs1 Ssp s’eocdrd v'edo, edodosensoodd s’e^cd &3S,& rd
o' °i eA o' o' eA o' » -®
^dbe^edd aderd?
eno^ d: wed^zssOs' Ssp tfeocdrdtfcdb, adodjsensoodd s*e^cd easin’ 
ddzoadDcasftcd. adodosensoodd s’edcd s*o,cd £)&dd O FdOodosft edxrs&cde3 
edadord ero^d FUboZjd&asft cdostdsbedjcdb.

8 gjrf,: edoddFdd Sdracd zord aosrdds ocd^edzasOs1 8 sped zord edodosensoodo <> < o «A n eA n o'
djrgcde^ s^rdjs^zoaddcascd zd£doedk3^rd«i/o odosedjed) ?
ero;£ d: sdodosensoodo s’e^ede^ 8sp sos^O odosezscd, edodosFodd o^ded,,^

-“o' eA o' co eA • 4)
8sp edd^d sdodosFodb asd’rdv'cdo, z.v'rdjsocdos' ssedoSoocd adosdrdo^cd 
©aos e3o&,&rf 8sp z^cdhFdoed £>os ©dSed, ssoddF^o^rteb aosrddso o aA n ej kJ

ysoddFs'sdordv’ cdOcysedos^ e'oO^d ocd.oddcd s\rd,Wzoadoedo.>~> ■ a o v
9 add,: K.O.S., cdj, w^edzasOs' 8sp ed.edFdodod edodosensoodo S*edaOSbo' °C ’ < eA a q n o' eA o'

zov’Wustfzoabbcde?V
cro^d: odbse^cde wed^edzasOs’ 8 sped) 6-14 sdodjsesddscd^ Zu^ed^.cd 
eusqdados' asps’, Fdozoofiiroedo^ ed odjsensoodd s’eidede!)
zjv’rjsbsp zoadoebb.

10 sd^: edodosFodd zjsd’rdv’cdd^ £><ue.z3.z<J.?dv'o odoz^Fdded zon* aderd? odbsdcdo^

aderd approach adbscdzdes’o ocudcjscdcd zord $$oj.
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eru^d: dodoroFodd CTOdddd^ ^o^.zS.d. dooscs' esdozpdoo odd^ 
cOqdFOddedo. tfAegBd]wro$ffroOrtv’o dodo^ crrod^deFds’dddv’ dOSeod 
dodcf d^ro ddodbdb, crow, oXroewcroro ^deFds'd tfedeOrt dC ddesb. 
dodd ddF ozpoddod crow^ddd^d e/><dbc3c>ctf d£o$ (Grant-in-Aid
Committee) odde^ d0&ed>cj, dodd orow^ odosewFro ^deFds'd 
odbdbseddoddd^ t?oddro to ddF Stfra ozpoddrod s^eOr? sVo2d& 

o db d 0 to do e$ db.
11 drf^: dozjroO crocs’ gdd concept to ad^Odoo roro^Sdd dowroOe 

Stfbs’ddo* cv?e2do?o wodbro ddedd (tfeOrtv’e^) £>ded s^> dooms' 

ddbd.odbov* dbs’/Pd Ss’ra ^)fdoo contract tfj3&,d abed?o V o *A eJ

eradd: Contract dd&ftod wrtd.s*, odbrtberosoroft dsroFdedd dod-• 900 1
doddto, d.OdOO dfe3c) dod rW rfGoOJjdtriC&JdOQrt £>dF?od20ab0d0.9 «3 9

12 atroro^zpro^dd dooso, rbO wodcfo^odb ^edde^ eroduato
• dtfoav'od erodeddod Ldbsro d. errodoato doadodoodV O —® z)

sorodQc&)o adOod dabwsroft to^dd urf ^orodtoroft Dropout
estod fUrod.s1 addo. gd?’, dOaaroddeto?

' » 2j o
crossed: ddF Ss'ra ozpodorodd dboso, to0nVC> 6-14 dodoaedbrodd goo 

tos^toa zSedd-erododbos^ Stfp ctoftdbdjde esftd. «»d^ dbads'eoroft 
eorod^®’ Sto dctododC d.& Ss'ra, s'csro Ss’re, dab dd,

x-> «A Ox-/ O V -b eJ> *A 0

ddoda^d^d wdb ^eddebo.—a
13 dd^: wddOoOood dbooad wddO ^odv'dddba Contract basis dbed

d^bOodoto, doro& dow aboaertbddOr? odbrod Oe^odb crododbto 
<4

ov'd&rjb’ja^zoabbdo ? (^aotocrorodb dbb^o)
eroded: esoddro dc^dfdbjtodbcroeoroA ®ro stops' dod^ orodrtv'o 
sssro^b dd& croc?r>v'dbi &rodozpdzoabbdb.

14 dri\: Tent schools ur? abzld dbro&^odbto, <Oe&Q.x> >4 0 13 *4
eroded: Tent schools oc^soro srostops' croeJrtVdb^ od^dzsroQb Sereda
euadozpdzoabodo. dodbdbrod entooato (Seasonal Occupation) dv'e^
toadhdod bodoozod crodODood aboadto^d oqbeoro e? d^dedrtoC^
duaedbduaoad croddv'db^ bbd^ srosro^b&oroft dod aboaedod
dob/Prsroft srosro^b dd&odbod / dd^ dSo^ croehrtoto eurodozpddebo.
dodd w dbb.v’to, odd dooao croo’d^’d tod: corosooo doro&, o <4

otoddeb ddrodzbebo. erocoro : esc? tod, gW.r? toato, boo rtccsnroOb
eJ co

g$ro,a d^dec’dv’o.
15 dri^: to g. d o^srodrtdo caebd zd’ed de& dooodd dedodd dodz^rde^

O^petoF to& aoodo abetodjdo doto. goto ddoodode^ SbbOd gdb 
besro ododo to?o tn
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cm3_yd: ad^edb. Sobcra dodjaeqdd oberadede wo5do3aocd 3r?cdb??J3Vbvsd 
$odbobbo. 'sjcdb d-'sjzdoOoocd 3d, ed,& sdd3obbdb, Wustfo 5dn J V «<«)-» «< fcj V
fuseddsa^fted.

16 igd*: £>de£j£53ft -ds ddz^cdobbdb^ d^^rttfdbsd/wdsdJDqred&dbsd 
S^s'dbft^r? ©drag <0ecdoe^cdb dbstfsde^de?
cm3 d: 3d, &d,& ebd adVsdcSrdobb sDv'^oSodosd £>odbs -ds 3dzde3o0oocd_• e) -© r>
uDzd sbedobbzoaboedb. zdVobboo csdoQoocd oberoddba^ 'sjcdb esd&rdejsdcdb. 
zJv’adcSrfodb smVeSoOodbed yaobbrddFdo wdsbjacredcdjaoQrd 3jatfe3, 
dedcrocjDd sbe^obboed £W,de3 dcre edojocdb©dOobbo3 ede 'S)db®c> d. asarraft■ eJ o _» _o

ed,& odd 5Dv’s3obbov,1 ed,$ rivb ds Oe^obb 3d2b’?£o0oocd addo o e) -® V o to
csSjSo 3 db rib ss^d.

dum up: The three day teleconference programme, one day in the first phase and 
two days in the second phase, has enabled the participants to understand the concept of 
Lab area and facilitated them to develop plans too for its implementation. The attempt to 
develop number of plans coupled with the nature of feedback received on the last day, 
last session gave this impression. Further, it is for the DIET faculty to make it a part of 
their annual activities and work towards quality improvement of elementary education by 
becoming more reflective.
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